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Dear Friend, 

It is my great honor to share the Shakespeare Theatre Company’s 
accomplishments from the 2013-2014 Season with you. Building 
on more than a quarter-century of strong artistic, educational 
and community-focused offerings, we reached for ever greater 
heights with this season’s programming and, in a testament to 
the dedication and passion of our staff and supporters, we have 
triumphed on every level.

The season began with the annual Free For all, a remount of 
ethan mcSweeny’s breathtaking production of Much Ado About 
Nothing. Set in Cuba in the 1930s, audiences were dazzled by the 
“sun-baked sensuality of Shakespeare’s messina and… conga-
drumming, hip-bouncing fiestas, [set in] the central, open space 
of Leonato’s hacienda, complete with a weather-worn garden 
statue of Cupid” (The Washington Post).

We launched our mainstage season with Measure for Measure, 
directed by Jonathan munby, in the Lansburgh Theatre. This 
production explored one of Shakespeare’s favorite themes, 
the duality of humanity, perfectly captured by aeschylus’ 
observation that “some rise by sin, and some by virtue fall” in 
a compellingly contemporary way, setting the scene amidst 
the excesses of europe in the late 1930s. It was followed by the 
hysterical musical A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the 
Forum, with music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim and book 
by Larry Gelbart and Burt Shevelove, and starring Shakespeare 
Theatre Company favorites Bruce Dow and Tom Story. I was 
tremendously proud of alan paul, our own associate artistic 
Director, who won the helen hayes award for outstanding 
Director, resident musical for this production; his sure hand with 
this beloved score and script was truly remarkable. keith Baxter, 
another face familiar to STC friends, directed our next Lansburgh 
show, oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest, alongside 
the team that brought us An Ideal Husband three seasons prior.

Fulfilling a long-held ambition, I was privileged to direct an 
incredible cast in Henry IV, Parts 1 and 2 at Sidney harman hall 
in the spring. Starring edward Gero as king henry, Stacy keach 
as Falstaff, and introducing matthew amendt—who later won 
an emery Battis award for acting excellence for his portrayal 
of prince hal—the productions grounded us in our goal to 
make Shakespeare’s plays accessible to all audiences while 
igniting a dialogue that connects the universality of classic 

works to our shared human experience in the modern world. 
These monumental productions were part of the Clarice Smith 
repertory Series, thanks to the generosity of the robert h. 
Smith Family Foundation.

We closed our 2013-2014 Season with noël Coward’s Private Lives, 
a stylish and clever play that was rivaled in elegance and wit only 
by the cast and design team. Director maria aitken returned to the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company with this production, and we were 
delighted to share such glamour with our audiences.

of course, our season would not have been complete without 
the phenomenal presentations that appeared on our stages, 
including the explosive Mies Julie; another noël Coward play, 
Brief Encounter, from the team at kneehigh Theatre; and Man 
In A Case featuring mikhail Baryshnikov. 

We also expanded our educational programs this year. I am 
pleased to report that our District Shakespeare initiative has 
made free tickets and transportation available to every public 
and public charter secondary school in the city. In addition, we 
increased the number of student matinees we offer to both the 
District Shakespeare and ShakeSpearIenCe programs by 15% in 
the last year.

none of this would have been possible without the 
extraordinary support of our Board of Trustees, donors and 
patrons; you, our committed friends of the Company, allow us 
to craft and share classical theatre and to reach ever-larger 
and more varied audiences. The ambitious productions we 
create and the innovative educational programs we promote 
are realized through your generosity, and for that we thank 
you from the bottom of our hearts. The Shakespeare Theatre 
Company’s 2013-2014 Season was yours, and I am glad to share 
with you all of those to come as well.

Warmly,

michael kahn
artistic Director

Cover photo: edward Gero as king henry IV and the cast of henry IV, part 1. photo by Scott Suchman. photo of michael kahn by kevin allen.
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The cast of the Shakespeare Theatre Company’s production of A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum, directed by alan paul. photo by T. Charles erickson.
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Mission, 
Vision 

And 
VAlues

our mISSIon
The Shakespeare Theatre Company creates, preserves and 
promotes classic theatre—ambitious, enduring plays with 

universal themes—for all audiences.

our VISIon
We create theatre to ignite a dialogue that connects the 
universality of classic works to our shared human experience in 

the modern world.

our VaLueS anD FoCuS
The Shakespeare Theatre Company produces and presents 
the highest-quality classic theatre productions across genres, 
bringing them to vibrant life in a provocative, imaginative and 
accessible style.

With Shakespeare at our core, we explore plays of national and 
international relevancy—those with profound themes, complex 
characters and heightened language—through a contemporary 
21st century lens. 

We expand the classic theatre repertoire in america by reviving 
and commissioning adaptations and translations of important 
forgotten works.

We create impactful and responsive arts education and 
community engagement programs to connect audiences to the 
significance of classic works and themes.

We provide a home for leading classical artists and a training 
ground for the next generation of theatre artists and arts 

administrators.
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We 
cReAte 
And 
PeRfoRM

artistry

artistry is at the core of all of our productions. The 
2013-2014 Season ranged from classic revivals to 
stunning adaptations in a breadth of genres. From the 
critically acclaimed Clarice Smith repertory Series to 
our celebrated STC presentation series of international 
programming, STC advanced the boundaries of classic 
theatre while introducing audiences to modern works 
influenced by the classics. 

anthony roach as algernon and Siân phillips as Lady Bracknell in the Shakespeare Theatre Company’s production of  
The Importance of Being Earnest, directed by keith Baxter. photo by Scott Suchman.
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MucH Ado
About notHinG

By William Shakespeare
original Direction by ethan mcSweeny
Directed by Jenny Lord
august 20—September 1, 2013
Sidney harman hall

Free For all, a beloved annual Washington tradition, marked 
its fifth anniversary performing in Sidney harman hall with 
Much Ado About Nothing, directed by Jenny Lord from ethan 
mcSweeny’s original 2012 production. Much Ado tells the story 
of quick-witted sparring companions Beatrice and Benedick, 
as well as young lovers hero and Claudio, and the schemes of 
friends and foes to twist the two couples’ relationships. The 
production transplanted the play from 17th-century messina 
to 1930s Cuba, updating the classic romantic comedy’s island 
milieu. Set against the backdrop of military and social conflict, 
Shakespeare’s comedy came to life through the sound and 
rhythms of afro-Cuban music and dance.

many of the original cast members returned to star in this 
delightful summer production, including kathryn meisle as 
Beatrice and STC affiliated artist Derek Smith as Benedick. The 
Shakespeare Theatre Company’s annual Free For all has offered 
free Shakespeare performances to the general public for the 
past 23 years, and this year gave away more than 10,000 tickets 
to D.C. area residents. 

The mainstage season opened with Measure for Measure, 
Shakespeare’s dark, controversial comedy about the corrupting 
nature of power. When the Duke of Vienna takes a leave of 
absence and hands his power over to the iron-fisted angelo, a 
new regime begins that brings the very definitions of vice and 
virtue into question. Director Jonathan munby (STC’s 2009 hit 
The Dog in the Manger) returned to direct this play in which 
ethics collide with desire, setting the story in a Fascist, late-1930s 
europe steeped in cabaret culture. DC Theatre Scene called the 
production a “flawless spectacle.” 

examining the role of religion and politics in daily life, munby 
described the setting of 1930s austria as the perfect context to 
unlock Shakespeare’s moral queries, a period that “was an incredibly 
fertile time and an incredibly unstable time.” The finished production 
with its “sharply modern edge” (Washingtonian), proved, according 
to DC Metro Theater Arts, that “once again, the cultural treasure that 
is D.C.’s Shakespeare Theatre Company has made the Bard a relevant 
voice in our current affairs.”

Measure for Measure was generously sponsored by Michael R. Klein and Joan I. Fabry.

restaurant partner: 

By William Shakespeare
Directed by Jonathan munby
September 12—october 27, 2013
The Lansburgh Theatre 

DC Commission on  
the arts & humanities

and The Free For All
Community Partners

Friends of
Free For all

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT: ADDITIONAL 

SUPPORT:

EXECUTIVE MEDIA 

SPONSOR:

IN KIND:

philip L. Graham
Fund

Take metrobus or 
metrorail
to the Free For all.
wmata.com

PEPCO

Phrma

Scott parkinson as angelo and ensemble members Jacqui Jarrold, Gracie Terzian and amber mayberry in the Shakespeare Theatre Company production of Measure for Measure, directed by Jonathan munby. photo by Scott Suchman.

mark hairston as Borachio and rachel Spencer hewitt as margaret in the Shakespeare Theatre Company’s 
production of Much Ado About Nothing, directed by ethan mcSweeny. photo by Scott Suchman.
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Book by Burt Shevelove & Larry Gelbart
music & lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
originally produced on Broadway by  
harold S. prince
Directed by alan paul
Choreography by Josh rhodes  
november 21, 2013—January 5, 2014
Sidney harman hall

The Shakespeare Theatre Company’s associate artistic 
Director alan paul made his STC mainstage directorial debut 
this season with his hysterical production of this Tony award®-
winning musical about scheming slaves, mistaken identities and 
courtesans. Featuring a beloved score by Stephen Sondheim 
and an uproarious book by Burt Shevelove and Larry Gelbart, 
the production garnered paul a 2014 helen hayes award for 
outstanding Director, resident musical, along with six other 
nominations, and was a smash hit with audiences and critics alike. 

Based on the classic plays of ancient roman playwright plautus, 
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum tells the 
bawdy story of pseudolus, a slave in ancient rome, who goes 
to great lengths to gain his freedom by securing a courtesan for 
his young master, hero. “Choreographically slick, rampantly silly 
and aggressively incorrect, politically speaking,” according to The 
Washington Post, the production delivered soundly on the opening 
promise of “Comedy Tonight.” 

A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum was 

 presented by the HRH Foundation. 

restaurant partner: 

By oscar Wilde
Directed by keith Baxter

January 16—march 16, 2014
The Lansburgh Theatre

oscar Wilde’s “trivial comedy for serious people” warmed up the 
stage during the winter months under the direction of STC affiliated 
artist keith Baxter (An Ideal Husband, Mrs. Warren’s Profession, 
The Imaginary Invalid), who has consistently directed some of 
STC’s most eye-popping shows. Wilde, one of the best-known 
literary figures of the late Victorian period, mocked social decorum 
and codes of etiquette when he crafted The Importance of Being 
Earnest, his immortal masterpiece. his critical satire weaves together 
mistaken identities, assumed names and imaginary characters, as 
well as, of course, a baby in a handbag. 

Leading actress of stage and screen Siân phillips made her 
STC debut as Lady Bracknell. She was joined by anthony 
roach and STC affiliated artist Gregory Wooddell as the 
bantering algernon moncrieff and Jack Worthing in a 
production hailed as “impeccably done” (The Washington 
Post), “visually enchanting” (Washingtonian) and “as fabulous 
as it is flawless” (Alexandria Times). 

The Importance of Being Earnest was generously sponsored by Arlene and Robert Kogod, with additional support from MapHook, Inc. and Share Fund. 

exclusive print/online media partner: Washingtonian. restaurant partner: 
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The company of the Shakespeare Theatre Company’s production of The Importance of Being Earnest, directed by keith Baxter. photo by Scott Suchman.
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By William Shakespeare
Directed by michael kahn

march 25—June 7, 2014
Sidney harman hall

one of Shakespeare’s culminating achievements in the history play 
genre, Henry IV, Parts 1 and 2 make up a sweeping, epic story that 
“brings to the stage every issue we as human beings experience,” 
according to STC artistic Director michael kahn, who directed the 
repertory. Functioning as one grand, sprawling narrative, the two 
plays show great kings and mighty warriors, but also vividly portray 
the common man and woman, functioning as a family drama of 

unusual intimacy as well as a grand portrait of regional and political 
differences throughout england. 

matthew amendt made his STC debut as the young prince hal, who 
in Part 1 must decide between tavern roughhousing and the burden 
of his father’s legacy. The prince struggles to choose between his two 
father figures—the stern and resolute king henry IV and the complex 
and carousing Falstaff—played by STC affiliated artists edward Gero 
and Stacy keach, real-life friends reunited onstage. as Falstaff, one 
of Shakespeare’s most beloved and enduring characters, keach’s 
performance was praised as “truly awe inspiring” (DC Theatre Scene) 
and the production as “well-crafted, well-acted and magnificently 
directed” (Broadway World). 

By William Shakespeare
Directed by michael kahn

april 1—June 7, 2014
Sidney harman hall

In Part 1, Shakespeare tracks the education of the young prince 
hal across three wildly different realms: the eastcheap tavern of 
Sir John Falstaff, the royal court of his father king henry IV and the 
battlefield of Shrewsbury. Part 2 reworks this three-world structure 
with deepening symbolism to depict the death of an old order and 
the birth of a new one as young prince hal seeks to prove to his father, 
king henry IV, that he’s ready to take the throne by leaving his lowlife 
behavior behind him.

“Shakespeare’s longtime artistic director, michael kahn, has staged 
both plays with clarity, distinctive style, and between-the-lines feeling,” 
said The Washington Post, and the complete repertory brought 
together “the heights of valor and the depths of guilt, the solemnity of 
power and the youthful avoidance of it, the inevitability of death and 
the denial of it” (Washingtonian). 

The Clarice Smith repertory Series was sponsored by the Robert H. Smith Family Foundation.

additional Support: National Endowment for the Arts

restaurant partner: 

The Clarice Smith repertory Series was sponsored by the Robert H. Smith Family Foundation.

additional Support: National Endowment for the Arts

restaurant partner:

a generous gift by Clarice Smith 
and the robert h. Smith Family 
Foundation has enabled STC to 
produce three repertories over 

three seasons, beginning with the 
2012-2013 hero/Traitor repertory 
of Coriolanus and Wallenstein and 
continuing with the Henry IV plays. 

Stacy keach as Falstaff and matthew amendt as prince hal in the Shakespeare Theatre Company production of Henry IV, Part 1, 
directed by michael kahn. photo by Scott Suchman. matthew amendt as prince hal in the Shakespeare Theatre Company production of Henry IV, Part 2, directed by michael kahn. photo by Scott Suchman.
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noël Coward’s comedy of bad manners closed a stellar season in high 
style under the direction of maria aitken, who originally staged the 
“diamond-sharp production” (The Boston Globe) at the huntington 
Theatre Company in 2012. The witty and irreverent comedy about 
divorcées elyot and amanda, rekindling old feelings and sparks 
while on honeymoon with their new spouses, made for “a festival of 
glibness, glamour and bad behavior” (Washingtonian). 
  

Beginning her career as an actress on the British stage, the 
internationally acclaimed aitken has played more noël Coward 
heroines than any other actress, from Blithe Spirit and Design for 
Living to two turns as amanda in Private Lives, and her directorial 
work spans from Broadway to the West end, including the 
worldwide hit The 39 Steps. Bianca amato and James Waterston 
played love-struck divorcées amanda and elyot with aplomb 
in what the Washington Post called “a textbook production of 
Coward’s droll, three-act entertainment.” 

This production of  Private Lives was originally produced by the huntington Theatre 

Company, Boston, ma, in Spring 2012.

By noël Coward
Directed by maria aitken
may 29—July 13, 2014
The Lansburgh Theatre

Private Lives was generously sponsored by the Artistic Leadership Fund.

additional Support: 

restaurant partner: 

Mies Julie
Written and Directed by yaël Farber
Based on august Strindberg’s Miss Julie
music composed by Daniel and matthew pencer
november 9—november 24, 2013
The Lansburgh Theatre

stc PrEsENtatioN sEriEs

In an explosive contemporary reworking of the modernist classic Miss 
Julie, internationally acclaimed adaptor/director yaël Farber ingeniously 
transposed august Strindberg’s 1888 parable of class and gender strife to a 
remote, South african estate 18 years post-apartheid. Following a sell-out 
run at the 2012 edinburgh Festival Fringe, the presentation went on to earn 
accolades throughout its international tour to Ireland, Finland, London and 
the u.S., and was listed among the top theatre highlights of 2012 by The 
Guardian and The New York Times. In D.C., audiences and critics alike were 
enthralled by the haunting, intimate and heartbreaking production, which 
“merge[d] shocking storytelling, indelible imagery, mesmerizing mise-en-
scène, and transfixing performances,” according to DC Metro Theater Arts, 
who called it “the hottest ticket in town.” 

Mies Julie was generously sponsored by Dr. Paul and Mrs. Rose Carter.

18 19
Bianca amato as amanda and James Waterston as elyot in the Shakespeare Theatre Company production of noël Coward’s Private Lives, directed by maria aitken. photo by Scott Suchman.

in the 2013-2014 season, the shakespeare theatre Company continued to 

serve as a leading presenter of international performances, showcasing 

three unique and moving productions, including presentations from south 

africa and the U.K., and a compelling new multi-media dance performance.
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Man in a Case
adapted and Directed by annie-B parson & paul Lazar / The Big 
Dance Theater
adapted from two stories by anton Chekov
Featuring mikhail Baryshnikov
December 12—December 22, 2013
The Lansburgh Theatre

Interweaving video, music and dance, Man in a Case was adapted and directed by 
the obie award-winning team of annie-B parson and paul Lazar/Big Dance Theater 
from two short stories by anton Chekhov. Creating a bridge between our time and 
the late 19th-century, Man in a Case incorporated surveillance footage and haunting 
dance pieces projected from stage to screen, and featured celebrated performer 
mikhail Baryshnikov alongside veteran members of Big Dance Theater, the award-
winning downtown new york ensemble. The “visually arresting performance piece” 
(The Washington Post) was commissioned and premiered by hartford Stage in 
Connecticut, as a collaboration between Big Dance Theater and Baryshnikov 
productions in association with arktype / Thomas o. kriegsmann. DC Metro Theater 
Arts called the juxtaposition of live performance and mixed media “adventurous and 
nervy” and DanceTabs hailed it as “smartly-conceived and masterly-staged.”

Brief Encounter
adapted and Directed by emma rice
originally commissioned and produced by David pugh 
& Dafydd rogers and Cineworld
march 29—april 13, 2014
The Lansburgh Theatre

This Tony award®-nominated u.k. production from Cornish theatre company 
kneehigh brought an exquisite adaptation of noël Coward’s 1936 play Still 
Life and iconic 1945 film Brief Encounter to D.C. audiences. Staged in a unique, 
immersive fashion, Brief Encounter switched seamlessly between live theatre 
and projected film footage as it transported audiences to a bygone age of 
romance and the silver screen. Tony award® nominee hannah yelland (The 
Winter’s Tale) returned to the STC stage with this breathtaking, funny and 
tear-inducing show for “the incurably romantic” (Wamu). Brief Encounter was 
adapted and directed by kneehigh Joint artistic Director and Deputy Chief 
executive emma rice and originally commissioned and produced by David 
pugh & Dafydd rogers and Cineworld.

Man in a Case was generously sponsored by  

Dr. Paul and Mrs. Rose Carter.

exclusive media Sponsor:  

WAMU 88.5 American University Radio

restaurant partner: Russia House

Brief Encounter was generously sponsored by  

Dr. Paul and Mrs. Rose Carter with the support of

michael urie (Ugly Betty), returned to the award-winning role he 
originated in this hilarious off-Broadway sensation, embodying 
numerous characters to dramatize the story of alex more, a 
struggling L.a. actor working in the malibu basement of hollywood 
mega-star Barbra Streisand. Buyer & Cellar premiered in april 2013 
at rattlestick playwrights Theater, where it received rave reviews 
and played a sold-out, extended run before transferring to the off-
Broadway Barrow Street Theatre in June 2013. Written by Jonathan 
Tolins and directed by Stephen Brackett, this wickedly funny, 
outrageous comedy about the price of fame and the oddest of odd 
jobs charmed audiences and critics alike, who called it “an excellent 
way to spend 100 minutes” (The Washington Post) and “a brilliantly 
crafted concoction” (Baltimore Sun). 

sPeciAl enGAGeMents
Potted Potter

The Unauthorized Harry Experience— 
A Parody by Dan and Jeff

Written and performed by Daniel Clarkson and Jefferson Turner
September 5—September 15, 2013
Sidney harman hall

playing to sold-out houses all over the world, Potted Potter took on 
the ultimate challenge of condensing all seven Harry Potter books 
(and a real-life game of Quidditch) into 70 hilarious minutes. Written 
and performed by two-time olivier award-nominated actors Daniel 
Clarkson and Jefferson Turner, this fantastically funny show featured 
all the popular characters from the books, with a special appearance 
from a fire-breathing dragon, endless costumes, brilliant songs, 
ridiculous props and a generous helping of hogwarts magic.

Buyer & Cellar

Written by Jonathan Tolins
Directed by Stephen Brackett
June 20—June 29, 2014
Sidney harman hall

photo of hannah yelland as Laura and Jim Sturgeon as alec and the cast 
of kneehigh’s u.S. tour of Brief Encounter by Jim Cox

photo of mikhail Baryshnikov in Man in a Case by T. Charles erickson.

photo of michael urie by Joan marcus.Jeff Turner and Daniel Clarkson in Potted Potter. photo by Brian Friedman.
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fiftH AnnuAl 
VelocitYdc dAnce 
festiVAl
VelocityDC is a special partnership between the DC Commission on the arts and humanities, the Shakespeare Theatre Company and Washington 
performing arts Society. Designed to showcase and promote the exceptional artistic quality of the D.C. region’s dance community, VelocityDC 
positions Washington as a top arts and dance destination nationwide.

The annual event, showcasing the scope and talent of the Washington dance community, returned for its fifth year with more than 20 ensembles 
and individuals, october 10-12. 

THE 2013 VELOCITyDC 
PERFORMANCES FEATURED:

The national hand Dance association: Thread
airborneDC!: Heartstrings!
Dissonance Dance Theatre: Ostrich
rebollarDance: GOODHURT (excerpt)
Four Seasons Dance Group: Horovod
Gin Dance Company: Dear Mr. Cooper
Flamenco aparicio: Flamenco/Flamenca - Tangos
urban artistry: Warriors of Light
VTDance: “Come Change”, excerpt from iWitness
The Washington Ballet: Oui/Non (concert version)
xuejuan Feng: Vine & Leaf
CityDance Conservatory: Carnaval
Quynn Johnson from Just Tap: Thread
Lesole’s Dance project: Uhambo
ClancyWorks Dance Company: Benchmarks
The Suzanne Farrell Ballet: Pas de Deux from Apollo

el Teatro de Danza Contemporanea | The DC Contemporary    
Dance Theatre: Juntos/Together

anna menendez: c sharp minor
S.J. ewing & Dancers: Jeff, Andy and the Business of Art
Tehreema mitha Dance Company: Baad-e-Sbah (a Fresh 

morning Breeze)
Step afrika!: TRIO
Capitol movement Inc. pre-professional 

Company: They Don’t Care About Us
rick Westerkamp: Rick’s Dream
alexandra may Ballance w/ Dancers from Joy of motion: 

Fragmented Flights
David yi: Through the Fog
DeVIaTeD TheaTre: creature
Students of asanga Domask: Uraga Vannama 
   and Vadiga Patuna
maru montero Dance Company: Dancing to Eden
Dance performance Group, moVIeuS  
   Contemporary Ballet, next 

reflex Dance Collective: CLEAN SWEEP

a Funny ThInG happeneD 
on The Way To The Forum 

outstanding Resident Play

outstanding ensemble, Resident Musical 

Alan Paul 

outstanding director, Resident Musical 

(WINNER)

bruce dow 

outstanding lead Actor, Resident Musical 

edward Watts 

outstanding supporting Actor, Resident 

Musical 

lora lee Gayer

outstanding supporting Actress, Resident 

Musical 

Josh Rhodes

outstanding choreography, Resident Musical  

WaLLenSTeIn

Murell Horton

outstanding costume design, Resident 

Production 

steve Pickering

the Robert Prosky Award for outstanding 

lead Actor, Resident Play 

CorIoLanuS

Patrick Page
the Robert Prosky Award for outstanding 

lead Actor, Resident Play

Mark bennett 

outstanding sound design, Resident 

Production

mIeS JuLIe

outstanding Visiting Production

bongile Mantsai
outstanding lead Actor, Visiting 

Production

Hilda cronje

outstanding lead Actress, Visiting 

Production

thoko ntshinga

outstanding supporting Performer, Visiting 

Production 

15
nomInaTIonS

1 WIn
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stc PrEsENts

For the fifth consecutive season, the Shakespeare Theatre 
Company offered screenings of world-class productions from 
the national Theatre in London. each presentation was filmed 
live and broadcast in hD to the Shakespeare Theatre Company’s 
Sidney harman hall. 

This season was the national Theatre’s 50th anniversary, and 
included many encore broadcasts of nT Live favorites in 
addition to several exciting new broadcasts. encore showings 
included The Audience, starring helen mirren as Queen 
elizabeth II; the award-winning Frankenstein with Benedict 
Cumberbatch and Jonny Lee miller; olivier award-winning 
actor rory kinnear in Hamlet; the national Theatre’s original 
stage production of War Horse; and the inspiring new play The 
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time.

nT Live also broadcast new productions of the national 
Theatre’s Othello starring adrian Lester; the manchester 
International Festival’s production of Macbeth, with kenneth 
Branagh and alex kingston; the Donmar Warehouse’s 
production of Coriolanus starring Tom hiddleston and mark 
Gatiss; director Sam mendes’ production of King Lear with 
Simon russell Beale; and A Small Family Business by olivier 
award-winning playwright alan ayckbourn.

Supported by 

24

Bendedict Cumberbatch in Frankenstein. photo by Catherine ashmore.

War Horse
anna maxwell martin Simon russell Beale in King Lear.  
photo by mark Douet

helen mirren as Queen elizabeth II in The Audience. 
photo by Johan perssonkenneth Branagh.in Macbeth. photo by Johan persson
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We  
oPen  

ouR 
dooRs

every year the Shakespeare Theatre Company invites artists 
from all disciplines into our spaces, hosting local companies 
and international groups alike. In the 2013-2014 Season, STC 
welcomed more than 25 organizations to our theatres.

hIGhLIGhTS
Dakshina
presented by Daniel Singh Dance
September 2013
Sidney harman hall

Jazz Blues Project
presented by Washington Ballet
January—February 2014
Sidney harman hall

9th Annual Literary Love Poetry Performance
presented by higher education
February 2014 
Lansburgh Theatre

Koresh Dance Company
presented by Washington performing arts
march 2014

Sidney harman hall

Thank you
The Shakespeare Theatre Company thanks the following 
organizations for hosting their events at the harman Center 
for the arts:

alpha Course 
Catalogue for philanthropy
Columbia College
DC Government (DCCah), mayor’s office
english Speaking union 
FBI
Ford’s Theatre 
Ford/Forlano Trunk Show
holy Trinity Church
IGGy
International Interior Design association
The neeD project
roots of Development 

Tedx midatlantic
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fiGuRes And stAtistics
2013-2014 maInSTaGe proDuCTIonS
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5%
3%

ticKet 
AccessibilitY
The Shakespeare Theatre Company has been nationally recognized 
for its excellence in staging high-quality, innovative versions of 
famous classical plays; exposing audiences to less-known classic 
works and reintroducing them back into the commonly produced 
classical canon; and striving to reach and connect new and unlikely 
audiences to classical theatre through numerous accessibility 
efforts. This Season STC offered more than 40,000 free and 
subsidized tickets through Free For all, reDiscovery staged 
readings, ShakeSpearIenCe and District Shakespeare Student 
matinees and young prose nights (under 35).

The free District Shakespeare education program allows every 
D.C. public/charter school student to experience the classics 
not just on the page but also on the stage. Combined with 
ShakeSpearIenCe, which provides reduced price tickets to 
students in maryland and Virginia, STC serves over 6,000 students 
annually with the programs.

• under 35 initiatives, including subscriptions and young prose 
nights, serve over 15,000 annually. 

• one-third of STC’s audience enjoys free or subsidized 
pricing. 

• Free For all attracts 12,000 patrons annually, and over 650,000 
since its beginning in 1991.

• Since 2003, reDiscovery staged readings have attracted 
approximately 1,000 patrons per year. 

5%
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sociAl MediA

DurInG The 2013–2014 SeaSon:

Facebook 
grew from 
13,000 to 

16,500 likes

Women

STC Facebook Fans

STC Facebook Fans

all Facebook

all Facebook

0.755%

0.44%

ages 13—17 18—24 25—34 35—44 45—54 55—64 65+

5%

10%

8%
6%

10%

6%

3%

3%

2%

15%

21%

9%

men

64% 46%

34% 54%

Twitter grew 
from 5,777 to 

7,893 followers

launched 
an Instagram 

account 
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We 
enGAGe 
Audiences 
And 
ARtists

Community engagement is an essential foundation for the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company’s work. STC provides a cultural 
home for audiences and artists alike. During the 2013-2014 Season, 
patrons were introduced to lost classics, explored familiar plays and 
discovered local artists and new works in our theatres. Community 
members were welcomed into the STC family as volunteers, and 
STC staff led workshops in neighborhoods across the D.C. region, 
fortifying the relationship between the Shakespeare Theatre 
Company and our community.

CommUNity
 ENgagEmENt
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PAGe & stAGe

To shed light on the creative process, these discussions approached 
the productions from two perspectives; members of the production’s 
artistic team were paired with local scholars to examine the challenges 
and themes in each play. Guest scholars this season included Senior 
music Specialist at the Library of Congress mark eden horowitz; 
Georgetown university professor michael Collins; university of 
maryland professor Theodore B. Leinwand; Writer robert Sacheli; and 
George Washington university professor Jennifer Green-Lewis. 

cReAtiVe 
conVeRsAtions

tWitteR niGHt 
With #STCnight, or Twitter night, the Creative Conversation 
series took to social media. on #STCnight, audience members 
were invited to join the conversation on Twitter before and 
after the play. Led by STC’s audience enrichment manager 
hannah J. hessel ratner, participants learned more about the 
production, shared their own thoughts and connected with 
other theatregoers about performances of Much Ado About 
Nothing, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum 
and both parts of Henry IV. 

booKends
Bookends provided audiences with a complete enrichment 
experience. Before the show, participants explored the themes 
and history of the play with STC’s Literary manager Drew 
Lichtenberg and audience enrichment manager hannah 
J. hessel ratner. Then participants joined in a post-show 
discussion with cast members and staff, providing a full evening 
to consider and engage with the work.

Post-sHoW discussions
after the performance, audiences got up close and personal with 
the artists on stage. These free discussions allowed patrons to ask 
actors about their craft, the experience of performing, and their 
thoughts on the play. These discussions were led by STC’s Literary 
manager Drew Lichtenberg and audience enrichment manager 
hannah J. hessel ratner.

clAssics in context
 
Bringing together the city’s leading players from a variety 
of disciplines, Classics in Context allowed panelists and 
audiences to engage in lively discussions about the Season’s 
productions from diverse perspectives. The Season’s panelists 
were artist and Curator eames armstrong, Wamu’s metro 
Connection host rebecca Sheir, howard university Classics 
professor norman Sandridge and americans for the arts’ 
mitch menchaca. STC’s Director of education, Samantha k. 
Wyer, led these free conversations.

AsidesliVe
In the 2013-2014 Season, the Shakespeare Theatre Company 
presented three in-depth symposia. These thoughtful seminars 
allowed roughly 200 patrons to examine and contextualize Measure 
for Measure, Man in a Case and Henry IV, Parts 1 and 2. panel 
discussions featured members of the artistic team and prominent 
scholars of history and literature. moreover, each session allowed 
participants to connect the productions to broader explorations 
such as russian politics and site-specific theatre. panels included 
Writing Our History with pulitzer-prize-winning playwright robert 
Schenkkan; The Wicked Stage: Performing Christianity with Catholic 
university professor patrick Tuite; and Changing Mediums with Big 
Dance Theatre co-founder paul Lazar and the Washington Ballet’s 
artistic Director Septime Webre. 
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HAPPeninGs 
At tHe HARMAn

The Shakespeare Theatre Company continued to invite local 
residents and workers to take an artistic respite from their 
busy Wednesday afternoons to watch free presentations of 
dance, theatre and music. more than 2,200 local office workers, 
retirees, young parents and fans of the arts gathered to enjoy 
a wide spectrum of free performances from choral music to 
puppetry and everything in between. 

happenings happy hours also continued, providing an 
additional hour of free performances for the after-work crowd. 
once a month, audiences enjoyed the talents of dynamic local 
artists and musicians paired with vodka cocktails generously 
provided by SVeDka. 

The season’s lineup featured 37 performance groups including:

Washington performing arts Society artists, including the 
Feder String Competition Winners and the men of the        
Gospel Choir 
Dakshina/Daniel phoenix Singh Dance Company
Synetic Theatre Teen Company
Beltway poetry Slam
academy for Classical acting
Faction of Fools
happenstance Theatre

RediscoVeRY 
seRies 

The reDiscovery Series is a long-running program offering 
our audiences an opportunity to attend free staged readings 
of important and neglected classic plays. Fourteen of the 
plays featured in the reDiscovery Series have gone on to full 
productions at STC, including three rhymed-verse adaptations of 
French comedy by David Ives: The Heir Apparent, The Liar and 
The Metromaniacs. The reDiscovery readings have averaged 
1,000 patrons per season for the past five years. Titles for the 
reDiscovery Series are chosen by STC’s artistic staff under the 
supervision of artistic Director michael kahn. readings are 
followed by a Q&a session with guest scholars, who provide 
context and insight on the play.

In the 2013-2014 Season, the reDiscovery Series was made 
possible through the generous support of  
Ann K. Morales and Jean and David Grier. 
This season, the reDiscovery Series featured:

Rutherford and Son, by Githa Sowerby
Luigi pirandello’s Enrico IV, in a new version by  
  Tom Stoppard
A Family Affair, by alexander ostrovsky (adapted by nick Dear)

painting by klavdy Vasiliyevich Lebedev ca. 1895, Wikicommons
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VolunteeRs

Devoted volunteers are vital to the daily operations of the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company. Volunteers worked in many of 
our departments, including administrative, marketing, artistic 
and education. During the season, volunteer ushers were 
essential as friendly and welcoming representatives to our 
theatre patrons. This past season, STC had more than 1,300 
volunteers, including 100 new ushers. Volunteers also provided 
assistance with many special events and education programs, 
including our meet the Cast receptions for each mainstage show 
and ShakeSpearIenCe Student matinees. Twelve Student 
ambassadors, members of Shakespeare Theatre Company’s 
youth volunteer corps represented STC to high schools in D.C., 
maryland and Virginia and universities including american 
university and Catholic university. These students spread the 
word on campus about STC’s productions, budget-friendly 
tickets, special events and audience-enrichment programming. 
Student ambassadors also volunteered at STC’s annual Free For 
all and other community events throughout the season. 

ARtists in  
tHe coMMunitY

artists in the Community offers enrichment workshops to 
community organizations across the area. The workshops 
are customized to reach the goals set forth by each host 
organization, focusing on everything from acting skills to team-
building. In the 2013-2014 Season, the Shakespeare Theatre 
Company reached over 550 children and adults through after-
school residencies and workshops with visiting groups like 
Liveup, an organization for adults with Down Syndrome. an 
active participant in local festivals, the Shakespeare Theatre 
Company also provided workshops and classical performances 
to an additional 3,000 participants at events like the Barracks 
row Festival, kids’ eurofest and the British embassy open 
house. In February, STC education presented free performances 
of A Mini-Summer Night’s Dream, a special version of A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream for elementary school-aged 
audiences; over 400 children attended.

photo by elayna Speightphoto by Taylor henry
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PRofessionAl 
deVeloPMent

With dynamic curricula and a collaborative approach, 
professional Development workshops explore how the classical 
actor’s strategies can be valuable assets in the professional 
world. The workshops are customized to each organization’s 
needs and goals, teaching professional skills through techniques 
used in the theatre. In the 2013-2014 Season, the Shakespeare 
Theatre Company provided workshops to organizations 
including the u.S. Department of State, the arthur m. Sackler 
Gallery at the Smithsonian Institution, americans for the arts, 
Federal energy regulatory Commission and CBre Group, Inc. 
participants honed skills in communication, cooperation and 
public speaking.

stc PublicAtions
To help foster a richer understanding of the season’s plays, the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company produces several publications for a 
variety of audiences. 

The First Folio: Teacher and Student Resource Guide offered 
educators and students an approachable lens to each production. 
The First Folio provided information about the plays and the 
playwrights, including a plot synopsis, background information 
on the characters, activity ideas, lesson plans and discussion 
questions. nationally recognized Common Core Standards were 
integrated into The First Folio to make classroom integration 
even easier. The First Folio was available for download on STC’s 
website, and distributed directly to every classroom teacher 
participating in STC School programs.

Specially created for the Free For all production, the Free For All 
Play Guide gave students of all ages the tools to understand the 
Bard’s language. This season’s Play Guide for Much Ado About 
Nothing included a synopsis of the play, tutorials on Shakespeare’s 
language, theatre-related word games and discussion questions.

STC’s Asides magazine provided a collection of articles that delved 
into the plays on STC stages. Featuring scholarly articles, interviews, 
historical framework and explorations of the production concept, 
Asides provided audiences with an ample and interesting body 
of knowledge to help them better enjoy each performance. Last 
season, writers, artists and professionals including Stacy keach, 
Jeffrey hatcher and abbe D. Lowell contributed original pieces. 
audiences could also follow Asides Online, the digital version of 
Asides, which provides bonus content.

STC’s yearly publication, The Guide to the Season Plays, collected 
originally commissioned essays by Stephen Greenblatt, David 
Scott kastan, Theodore B. Leinwand, robert Sacheli, margaret D. 
Stetz and rob Weinert-kendt. The authors’ essays put the plays 
into a richer context as they shared their own thoughts, research 
and intelligent analysis. The Guide was available as an e-book for 
purchase on a variety of platforms. 

ShakespeareTheatre.org/FFA

William Shakespeare’s

Much Ado
About Nothing
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photo by elayna Speight
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efforts expanded and intensified during the Shakespeare 
Theatre Company’s 2013-2014 Season. Through programs 
like District Shakespeare, artists in the Classroom and 
young Company, the breadth and reach of STC education 
programs increased dramatically, connecting with 
children and adults, downtown D.C. and rural Virginia, 
first-time theatre goers and professional actors. Through 
dynamic discussion, rigorous training and innovative 
engagement with all the arts, Shakespeare Theatre 
Company education encouraged learners to explore the 
living meaning of Shakespeare and classical theatre. 

EdUCatioN

MILES GILBURNE AND NINA ZOLT
The D.C. Commission on the Arts & Humanities,  

an agency supported in part by 
 the National Endowment for the Arts

Marshall B. Coyne Foundation
Exxon Mobil 

Mark & Carol Hyman Fund
The George Preston Marshall Foundation

The Jacob and Charlotte Lehrman Foundation
Morningstar Philanthropic Fund

Ms. Toni Ritzenberg
Hattie M. Strong Foundation

Solon E. Summerfield Foundation
Washington Forrest Foundation

Anthony F. Lucas-Spindletop Foundation

The Beech Street Foundation

The City Fund

Mr. Jerry Knoll

Shakespeare for a New Generation,  
a national program of the National Endowment  

for the Arts in partnership with Arts Midwest

FOUNDING SPONSORS OF STC EDUCATION PROGRAMS

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

LEADERSHIP SUPPORT ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

michael kahn with students from richard Wright public Charter School and STC Teaching artist Jim Gagne, following a preshow workshop for henry IV part 1.
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ShakeSpearIenCe
STuDenT maTInee proGram

every year, the ShakeSpearIenCe Student matinee 
program gives teachers and students the chance to 
experience the thrill of live performances—many for the first 
time. Designed to allow greater access to classical theatre 
and the dramatic arts for educators and their students 
in D.C., maryland and Virginia, the program offers deeply 
subsidized, reduced-price tickets, preparatory materials 
and in-school workshops. STC also provided supplemental 
materials to all who attended, free of charge. In the 2013-
2014 Season, STC offered 16 ShakeSpearIenCe Student 
matinees and more than 6,350 students attended Measure for 
Measure, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum, 
The Importance of Being Earnest and Henry IV, Parts 1 and 
2. Free in-school performance workshops in all participating 
schools were an essential part of the ShakeSpearIenCe 
program. STC staff and affiliated Teaching artists taught 
467 pre- and post-performance workshops to a total of 
6,354 students this season. ShakeSpearIenCe provided 
the opportunity for students to engage with the work of 
the Bard and others, off the page and out of the classroom. 
Students who attended these performances were given a 
living, breathing encounter with Shakespeare and a thirst to 
attend theatre again. In the words of one student from an 
eSoL class at Bryant alternative high School: “We saw the 
play and the language wasn’t a problem anymore…The play 
ended and I wished to have more hands to give all the actors 
and actresses a harder applause and transmit to them how 
thankful I was. It is an experience that I will never forget.”

ShakeSpearIenCe is made possible through the generous support of: Marshall B. Coyne Foundation, Anthony F. Lucas-Spindletop Foundation, The George Preston Marshall Foundation. ShakeSpearIenCe 

Student matinees are part of Shakespeare for a New Generation, a national program of the National Endowment for the Arts in partnership with Arts Midwest.     

distRict 
sHAKesPeARe

The Shakespeare Theatre Company believes that 100% 
of D.C.’s public and public Charter high School students 
should have access to classic theatre; what’s more, this 
access is critical to the well-rounded education of our city’s 
students. We envision a future where every DCpS and DCpCS 
student has the opportunity to experience the timeless 
themes and language of Shakespeare in live performance. 
In order to reach as many District students as possible, 
STC education created District Shakespeare, a four-year 
grassroots approach to build relationships with D.C. schools 
and students with a goal to establish a system that will 
support yearly attendance. During the 2013-2014 Season, 
STC education executed the third year of this initiative, 
increasing its number of Student matinees in order to 
welcome a full grade from every DCpS high School. eighteen 
high schools attended one of the following productions: 
Measure for Measure, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to 
the Forum, The Importance of Being Earnest, Henry IV, Part 
1 or Henry IV, Part 2, totaling 2,000 DCpS students. Working 
to phase in D.C. public Charter Schools as well, STC offered 
50 free tickets and buses to charter schools serving grades 
8-12. eighteen charter schools attended matinees, reaching 
an additional 1,000 students. In the 2014-2015 Season, 
the goal is to welcome a full grade from every D.C. public 
high School and every D.C. public Charter high School to a 
ShakeSpearIenCe Student matinee. In order to eliminate 
all barriers to attendance, District Shakespeare is offered to 
all schools completely free of charge. 

District Shakespeare is made possible through the generous support of The Beech Street Foundation and Suzanne and Glenn youngkin.

additional support by Mr. Jerry Knoll, the City Fund and the Solon E. Summerfield Foundation.

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

photo by elayna Speight
photo by Samantha k. Wyer
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text AliVe!

Text alive! unlocked Measure for Measure and Henry IV, 
Part 1 through a performance-based curriculum. over the 
course of 10 workshops, students closely examined one of 
Shakespeare’s texts in their classrooms with STC affiliated 
Teaching artists. They also attended a ShakeSpearIenCe 
Student matinee of that play. as a culminating project, 
the students designed, rehearsed and performed a 
Shakespearean scene onstage at Sidney harman hall. 
Teachers also participated in professional development 
workshops, which provided them with the tools necessary 
to successfully integrate the study of Shakespeare into their 
classrooms. The program supported Common Core english 
and Theatre standards of learning in D.C., maryland and 
Virginia. Text alive! worked with 24 classrooms over two 
semesters, reaching 22 teachers and 515 students. priority 
was given to public schools in the District of Columbia and 
suburban schools with high economic disadvantage rates. 
During the 2013-2014 school year, 71% of the 21 participating 
schools were underserved. While continuing strong 
partnerships with veteran schools, STC began a wonderful 
new partnership with kenmoor middle School in prince 
George’s County. Their eighth grade Gifted and Talented 
students excelled in learning and performing Shakespeare. 
Later in the year, kenmoor middle School brought their entire 
eighth grade class to see Henry IV, Part 1.

additional Support: D.C. Commission on the Arts and Humanities, ExxonMobil, Mark & Carol Hyman Fund, 

The Jacob and Charlotte Lehrman Foundation and Morningstar Philanthropic Fund.

In-kind Support:         

students foR 
sHAKesPeARe

Students For Shakespeare (SFS) provided advance access 
to tickets, reserved seats and play guides at the annual 
Shakespeare Theatre Company Free For all for student 
groups. Students For Shakespeare groups enjoyed six 
performances of the Free For all production of Much Ado 
About Nothing this season. Title I schools were eligible to 
receive bus transportation or metro passes to and from 
Sidney harman hall. In total, 552 students attended the 
production of Much Ado About Nothing, giving many 
students a chance to see a Shakespeare production in the 
uniquely festive atmosphere of Free For all.

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR
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cAMP 
sHAKesPeARe

Camp Shakespeare once again grew even larger than 
before—giving 293 students a magical and intensive classical 
theatre experience. In each camp, young participants played, 
explored and deepened their understanding of Shakespeare 
through classes in acting, movement, stage combat and text 
analysis. Students also developed and performed a play on 
the Lansburgh Theatre stage, where they showcased their 
knowledge and talent for family and friends. In the 2013-2014 
Season, Camp Shakespeare launched the poppets age group 
for children ages seven and eight, with the goal of bringing 
even more eager young actors into our buildings to learn. 
To ensure that all students, regardless of socio-economic 
background, had a chance to be a part of Camp Shakespeare, 
STC provided more than $10,000 in scholarships. In addition 
to the two-week sessions, STC offered advanced Camp: a 
rigorous session for talented teens ages 14 to 18. In advanced 
Camp, participants had the chance to rehearse and perform a 
full Shakespeare play. after three weeks of rehearsal, campers 
mounted a final performance of Macbeth in The Forum in 
Sidney harman hall complete with full technical support. 

Camp Shakespeare scholarships for students in Virginia were made possible by the  

Washington Forrest Foundation.

In-kind Support:              

ARtists in tHe 
clAssRooM

artists in the Classroom experienced enormous growth 
this season, with more residencies than ever bringing the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company into local schools. These 
customized classes were designed in cooperation with teachers, 
creating an arts-integrated workshop series led by STC Teaching 
artists tailored to each classroom. residencies addressed 
Common Core standards for Language arts and Theatre by 
exploring Shakespeare’s text through performance. Workshops 
aimed to challenge students to actively engage with the 
language, plot and themes as they relate to their other studies. 
This season, the Shakespeare Theatre Company continued 
its special partnership with William e. Doar Jr. public Charter 
School for the performing arts. Three hundred and twenty-five 
students from pre-k through eighth grade participated in a total 
of 342 workshops at WeDJ. By the end of the school year, 12 
artist in the Classroom residencies reached 2,830 students from 
elementary-age to high school level.

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR

PRESENTING EDUCATION SPONSOR
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MAsteR ActinG 
clAsses

The Shakespeare Theatre Company continued to offer a wide 
variety of classes taught by working professional actors, 
scheduling more than 50 classes in the 2013-2014 Season. This 
year’s teaching artists included Bruce Dow, nancy robinette 
and naomi Jacobson, actors often seen on STC’s stages. 
Classes allowed students the opportunity to feed their love 
of theatre and study the craft in a way that is accessible to 
everyone. This season, master acting Classes engaged more 
than 400 teens and adults from all over the Washington 
metropolitan area. Classes served a diverse student body, 
ranging from early career actors to suburban teens to business 
administrators and government employees. In each session 
STC affiliated Teaching artists helped students explore a 
variety of disciplines, including voice and movement, text 
analysis, stage combat and Shakespeare monologues.

inteRnsHiPs And 
felloWsHiPs

This season, 520 aspiring theatre artists, technicians and 
professionals from all over the country competed for a spot 
as an intern or fellow at the Shakespeare Theatre Company. 
Interns and fellows work with respected theatre professionals 
and are treated as full members of the STC staff. STC interns 
and fellows follow a packed full-time schedule and receive 
a weekly stipend to help offset living expenses. In the 2013-
2014 Season, 27 early career artists and professionals joined 
the Company in artistic, administrative and production 
departments. Several past interns and fellows have been hired 
as STC staff, and others are pursuing their careers at other 
top artistic institutions. alumni have gone on to work or study 
at such notable organizations as new york City Ballet and 
yale School of Drama.

John keabler as hotspur, Steve pickering as Worcester, and the cast in the Shakespeare Theatre Company production of 
Henry IV, Part 1, directed by michael kahn. photo by Scott Suchman.
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teen cRitic

The Teen Critic program gives young writers the chance 
to sharpen their eyes and their writing. Designed for 
high school students interested in journalism, the Teen 
Critic program teaches students how to view theatrical 
productions with a critical eye and compose their own 
theatre reviews. Ten teens from schools across D.C., Virginia 
and maryland were accepted into the program from a 
competitive pool of applicants. For each production, the 
Teen Critics were invited to see the show on press night 
alongside professional journalists. To hone their writing 
skills, the students participated in writing intensives and met 
with top theatre critics from across the D.C. area. The teens’ 
reviews were then shared in school newspapers and posted 
on STC’s Asides Online.

YounG coMPAnY

young Company, a rigorous, year-long training program in 
classical acting, enjoyed its second season. Created by the 
associate Director of education Dat ngo and facilitated by 
STC’s education Department resident Teaching artist and 
affiliated Teaching artists, the program ran four afternoons a 
week, equipping teens with intensive training in a variety of 
disciplines such as acting technique, voice, movement, text 
analysis and Shakespeare scene study. To support their physical 
and vocal training, participants attended live performances at 
STC and other D.C.-area theatres. Teens across the area were 
invited to audition and in September, 14 young actors joined the 
Company. During their year with STC, the Company mounted 
two productions: a small, black-box presentation of scenes and 
monologues in the winter, and a fully designed run of Cymbeline 
in The Forum at Sidney harman hall in the spring.

young Company is made possible in part through the generous support of  

The Beech Street Foundation. 

additional support by the Hattie M. Strong Foundation.
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AcAdeMY foR  
clAssicAl ActinG

The Shakespeare Theatre Company’s one-year academy 
for Classical acting is a unique graduate course of study 
that confers a master of Fine arts degree in Classical acting 
through The George Washington university. Last season’s 
14-member Class of 2014 marked the 14th anniversary of the 
program. In all, 228 talented aCa graduates have gone on 
to television and film work and to many of the best theatres 
in the u.S., including the Shakespeare Theatre Company, 
The kennedy Center, Folger Theatre, arena Stage, Guthrie 
Theater, Goodman Theatre, oregon Shakespeare Festival 
and more than 200 others. every summer, the aCa produces 
two classical plays in repertory as part of the students’ final 
projects. In June 2014, the aCa staged Shakespeare’s The 
Winter’s Tale, directed by robert richmond, and Webster’s The 
Duchess of Malfi, directed by rod menzies. other highlights 
of the year included a visit from Stacy keach for an in-depth 
discussion with our participants and showcase performances in 
Washington, D.C. and new york City for industry professionals. 
aCa students greatly benefit from the growing scholarship 
support of the emerging Classical artists Fund. The large 
amount of work—both in and outside of the classroom—
that the demanding aCa curriculum requires prevents 
degree candidates from working during their tenure at The 
George Washington university. To assist in curbing the costs 
associated with pursuing their mFa, the emerging Classical 
artists Fund provides merit awards to aCa students to support 
them while they earn their degrees. The Fund endeavors to 
ensure the future of classical theatre in america by sustaining 
the training of the next generation of classical actors.

sPeciAl
eVents
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tHe HARMAn 
centeR
foR tHe ARts 
AnnuAl GAlA

Sunday, october 6, 2013
Sidney harman hall
The national Building museum 
 
This year’s gala celebrated elizabeth mcGovern and 
her contributions to the stage, as well as kpmG LLp’s 
extraordinary philanthropy in the arts. performances by the 
Joffrey Ballet, Joyce DiDonato, 13-year-old Sujari Britt and 
members of STC’s very own company accompanied a musical 
tribute to elizabeth mcGovern’s life and career for a British 
themed evening. The surprise appearance by “The Beatles” 
was the perfect finale. Hollywood on the Potomac raved, 
“If the annual harman Center for the arts Gala, hosted by 
the Shakespeare Theatre Company, had been a Broadway 
show, Variety would have hailed it as ‘Boffo!’” The festivities 
continued at the national Building museum, which had been 
transformed into a magnificent British banquet hall. Guests 
dined on yorkshire pudding, herb crusted saddle of lamb and 
a trio of english desserts.

The evening raised more than $650,000 in support of STC’s 
education and community engagement programs. 

Fabrice Calmelsand and Victoria Jaiani from the Joffrey Ballet.

michael kahn presents the Will award to elizabeth mcGovern marla allard and STC Trustee nick allard

Gala Dinner at national Building museum 1964: The Tribute
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tHe bARd 
AssociAtion
MocK tRiAl
Isabella v. The Duke
monday, may 19, 2014
Sidney harman hall

The Shakespeare Theatre Company’s annual mock Trial is 
one of Washington, D.C.’s most anticipated events of the 
year. For nearly 20 years, Supreme Court Justices and other 
notable legal professionals have convened to hear cases based 
on classical theatre texts. Isabella v. The Duke, inspired by 
Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure, exhibited the continued 
and inspiring relevance of classical theatre and politics in a 
modern world. 

In the play, Vincentio, the Duke of Vienna, disguises himself to 
keep watch over the city he reportedly left, meanwhile deputizing 
angelo, Measure for Measure’s villainous agent of strict law, to 
keep order. as is tradition with this illustrious event, a panel of 
judges presides over the case. Led by Supreme Court Justice 
ruth Bader Ginsburg, the panel acted as the Supreme Court of 
austria to hear allegations of negligent lawmaking, illegal secret 
surveillance, false imprisonment and disrespect to religious oaths. 
The Bench ruled that the Duke of Vienna was, in fact, to be held 
accountable for his actions and brought to trial. The audience, 
however, voted the opposite, arguing that he was immune. 

Some of the finest legal minds lent their expertise to the trial— 
roberta kaplan of paul Weiss rifkind Wharton & Garrison, 
LLp served as counsel for Isabella and kathleen m. Sullivan 
of Quinn emanuel urquhart & Sullivan, LLp for the Duke of 
Vienna. Thanks to their persuasive and witty arguments, with 
some good-natured heckling from the Bench, the evening was 
fun-filled, fascinating and highly exciting.

Will on tHe Hill
Lend Me Your Ears
Written by peter Byrne
Tuesday, June 17, 2014
Sidney harman hall

each year Will on the hill brings together Washington’s 
political and media elite to celebrate Shakespeare and support 
arts education. The 2014 Will on the hill raised a record-
breaking $465,000 for the Theatre’s year-round education 
and community engagement programs. Lend Me Your Ears, 
written by peter Byrne with assistance from the West Wing 
Writers Group, took place in the waning hours of Super 
Tuesday, as a documentarian visits the campaign headquarters 
of a candidate who is on the verge of a narrow victory—or a 
humiliating defeat. Complicating matters, the headquarters are 
located in the candidate’s hometown, which is in the middle of 
its annual “Bardathon”—a Shakespeare festival with mandatory 
costume-wearing and verse-speaking. The idealistic filmmaker 
clashes with a jaded campaign manager as the voting results 
come in, and as donors, rival candidates, reporters and others 
attempt to get in one last wheedle, one last dig, one last 
question before the final tally. 

The illustrious cast featured emmy and Golden Globe award 
nominee harry hamlin (Mad Men, L.A. Law), Tony award® 
nominee hannah yelland (STC’s The Winter’s Tale and 
kneehigh’s Brief Encounter) and nicholas Bruder (macbeth 
in Sleep No More). Fellow cast members included Senator 
roger Wicker, the honourable Ian Liddell-Grainger mp, The 
Washington Post’s Dana milbank, The Weekly Standard’s kelly 
Jane Torrance and nearly 20 u.S. representatives including 
reps. Donna edwards, eleanor holmes norton, Jim moran 
and Tom rice. artistic Director michael kahn made a surprise 
appearance as the candidate. 

Will on the hill Cast & Sponsors with Textalive! students from Charles Flowers high School photos by kevin allen

rep. Ted Deutchharry hamlin, hannah yelland

Supreme Court Justice Samuel alito and Judge David Tatel

rep. Dina Titus

harry hamlin and michael kahn
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Potted PotteR  
MilitARY  
fAMilY dAY 

September 5, 2013
Sidney harman hall

In connection with STC’s presentation of Potted Potter, STC 
hosted a magical family day for dozens of spouses, children 
and survivors of military service members. attendees at the 
Potted Potter military Family Day were treated to a pre-show 
pizza party, complimentary tickets to the performance and a 
post-show buffet and activity fair complete with a whimsical 
face painter and a performance by an illusionist. With support 
from uSo-metro and the Tragedy assistance program for 
Survivors (TapS), STC was able to provide hours of escapism 
and laughter to families that have suffered and sacrificed. one 
navy Commander exclaimed after the event, “I’ve been in the 
navy for 25 years and what I saw yesterday was amazing. I 
have friends who have been killed in action and to see the 
TapS families yesterday was wonderful.”

This Family Day event was developed as a part of STC’s 
ongoing uSo-metro hero Series, which creates opportunities 
for members of the military and their loved ones to experience 
the delight and magic of live theatre throughout the year.

MAn in A cAse 
eVent 

A noël coWARd 
cAbARet

In conjunction with the presentation of Man in a Case, adapted and 
directed by annie-B parson & paul Lazar/The Big Dance Theater 
based on Two Stories by anton Chekov, Shakespeare Theatre 
Company patrons were immersed in russian culture with decadent 
displays of vodka, caviar and an ice sculpture, courtesy of russia 
house. The cast of Man in a Case, including mikhail Baryshnikov, 
joined patrons in dining, drinks and lively conversation.

Following STC’s presentation of Brief Encounter, adapted 
and directed by emma rice, the Theatre offered a post-show 
noël Coward Cabaret event featuring Tony award® nominee 
euan morton and the cast of Brief Encounter. attendees 
were delighted by the tunes of noël Coward and a rousing 
performance by the cast of the show while sipping on cocktails 
and enjoying delicious delicacies. 

International union of Bricklayers and 
allied Craftworkers

mpowered Strategies, Inc.
med Ster national rehabilitation network

LeaD SponSor

prouD parTnerS SpeCIaL ThankS

aDDITIonaL SupporT

restaurant partner:

Family enjoying the activity fair at the military Family Day

The cast of Brief Encounter

mikhail Baryshnikov and event guests
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eMeRY bAttis 
AWARd 
foR ActinG 
excellence 
named for beloved Shakespeare Theatre Company actor 
emery Battis, the emery Battis award for acting excellence is 
an annual honor which recognizes two actors whose work in 
a mainstage production demonstrated outstanding classical 
technique. The award, funded generously by an anonymous 
donor, includes a cash prize. The selection committee, 
comprised of D.C. theatre critics, STC supporters and theatre 
professionals, carefully considered each performance of the 
2013-2014 Season to choose the two most deserving awardees.

This season STC honored Bianca amato for her portrayal 
of amanda in Private Lives and matthew amendt for his 
performance as prince hal in Henry IV, Parts 1 and 2.

donoR tRiP to 
neW YoRK 

historic snow and cold temperatures essentially brought the mid-
atlantic region to a standstill in January 2014. But the promise of 
extraordinary theatre, great meals and a chance to spend time 
with michael kahn and other special guests was enough to entice 
an intrepid group of about 60 Shakespeare Theatre Company 
donors to brave the elements for a fantastic weekend on the 
Great White Way.

The weekend began Friday evening with a lovely welcome 
reception at The View restaurant with STC favorites like 
patrick page, Veanne Cox and richard Thomas, followed by a 
performance of Twelfth Night at the Belasco Theatre, direct from 
a sold-out run in London’s West end. 

Saturday the group returned to the Belasco for Richard III, which 
was running in repertory with Twelfth Night. The inestimable 
mark rylance joined the donor group after the show with some 
of his fellow cast members for a talkback about the plays and 
bringing them from London. The two young actors who played 
prince edward and the Duke of york were especially charming 
in describing their experience working with this renowned 
company. Dinner that evening was at one of michael kahn’s 
favorite spots, angus Steakhouse, before a brisk walk to the 
Cort Theatre to see close STC friends Ian mckellen and patrick 
Stewart in Waiting for Godot. 

The last day in new york featured brunch at Boulud Sud near 
Lincoln Center, before a matinee of Macbeth starring ethan 
hawke, and featuring Bianca amato, who portrayed amanda in 
STC’s production of Private Lives, as Lady macduff. The group 
was once again thrilled to have the opportunity to have an 
intimate talkback with ethan, Bianca and other STC-affiliated 
actors following the show. 

Bianca amato as amanda in the Shakespeare Theatre Company production 
of noël Coward’s Private Lives, directed by maria aitken. STC Trustee Tom Woteki and Cathy Woteki

matthew amendt as prince hal in the Shakespeare Theatre Company production 
of Henry IV, Part 1, directed by michael kahn. photos by Scott Suchman.
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stAteMent of
finAnciAl Positions

the financial highlights 

presented in this report are 

derived from the audited 

financial statements. a copy 

of the financial report and 

auditor’s statement are 

available on request. 

aSSeTS 2014 2013

Cash and cash equivalents $709, 426 $770,728

restricted Cash $472,492 $152,517

Investments $4,378,310 $4,065,674

pledges receivable, net $4,517,744 $5,564,122

accounts receivables, net $174,208 $171,465

prepaid expenses and deferred costs $479,821 $655,854

Deposits and other assets $507,633 $265,680

property and equipment, net $66,987,592 $69,112,932

Deferred financing costs, net $264,496 $264,391

Total assets $78,491,722 $81,023,363

LIaBILITIeS anD neT aSSeTS

accounts payable $2,329,359 $1,872,935

accrued salaries and benefits $205,645 $205,473

Deferred revenue $4,899,925 $3,797,797

notes payable $17,464,026 $16,881,169

Capital lease payable $419,504 $546,301

other liabilities $18,812 $41,275

Total liabilities $25,337,271 $23,344,950

neT aSSeTS

unrestricted $49,623,507 $53,908,397

Temporarily restricted $1,644,882 $1,883,954

permanently restricted $1,886,062 $1,886,062

Total net assets $53,154,451 $57,678,413

Total liabilities and net assets $78,491,722 $81,023,363

exPenses ReVenue

program Services

administration

Fundraising

Contributions

Ticket Sales

other earned income

8%

70%

22%

15%

36%

49%
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The Beech Street Foundation T

The harman Family Foundation T

The honorable Jane harman

hrh Foundation 1616

michael r. klein and Joan I. Fabry T Ba

The robert p. and arlene r. kogod Family 

Foundation

Suzanne and Glenn youngkin T

anita m. antenucci T

afsaneh Beschloss T

The morris & Gwendolyn Cafritz 

Foundation

D.C. Commission on the arts & humanities

Dr. mark epstein and amoretta hoeber T

mr. and mrs. robert Falb T

mr. and mrs. andrew Florance T

FTI Consulting

The philip L. Graham Fund

John and meg hauge T

mr. Jerry knoll

national Capital arts & Cultural affairs 

program/uS Comm. of Fine arts

alan and marsha paller

The Shubert Foundation

anonymous (2)

anne and ronald abramson

nick and marla allard T Ba

Stephen e. allis T

paul m. angell Family Foundation

City Fund

The erkiletian Family Foundation

James a. Feldman and natalie Wexler

nina Zolt and miles Gilburne T

pamela and richard hanlon

Catherine held

mr. and mrs. Stephen a. hopkins T

abbe David Lowell and molly a. meegan T Ba

ann k. morales

estate of Suzy platt 1616

Toni a. ritzenberg

Stephen and Lisa ryan T Ba

Vicki and roger Sant 1616

Shakespeare for a new Generation

Share Fund

Fredda Sparks and kent montavon

Tom and Cathie Woteki amB

anonymous(2)

altria Group

amazon Web Services

The Theodore h. Barth Foundation

British Council

Brown-Forman Corporation

mr. and mrs. Landon Butler T

The Carmen Group

Clark Construction Group, LLC

Computer and Communications Industry 

association

The Dallas morse Coors Foundation for 

the performing arts

The max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation

nina Laserson Dunn and eric C. rose Ba

helen Clay Frick Foundation

Sue and Leslie Goldman

hogan Lovells uS LLp

humana Inc.

Jerry and Isabel Jasinowski T

helen kenney

The Jacob and Charlotte Lehrman 

Foundation

In memory of marilyn J. Lynch

m powered Strategies, Inc.

marpaT Foundation, Inc.

national endowment for the arts

Steve and Diane rudis

pauline a. Schneider T Ba

Judi Seiden amB

Victor Shargai and Craig pascal

Vornado/Charles e. Smith Lp

sUPPort
We gratefully acknowledge the following donors that supported the work of the 2013-2014 season.  
as of 7/31/2014

$100,000 and Above

$50,000 - $99,999

$25,000 to $49,999

$15,000 - $24,999 

Turner & Goss

Government

Individual

Corporate

Foundation

Special event

In-kind Donation

suPPoRt bY tYPe of donoR

9%
4%

48%

9%

12%

19%
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$10,000 – $14,999 
anonymous
esthy and Jim adler
Lisa Blue Baron
Sheila and kenneth Berman Ba

peter a. Bieger
Bp america
CBre Group Inc
CLS Strategies
Douglas Development Corporation
e. and B. Family Trust
miguel and patricia estrada
arthur and Shirley Fergenson aCa

Trygve and norman Freed
Sue and Leslie Goldman
Gould property Group
Grossberg, yochelson, Fox & Beyda LLp
elaine economides Joost
Scott kaufmann T

margot kelly
roger W. Langsdorf
mr. and mrs. eric Luse
Jacqueline B. mars
mcLane Company Inc
eleanor merrill T

nissan north america, Inc.
Theodore B. olson and Lady Booth olson Ba

phrma
porterfield, Lowenthal, Fettig & Sears, LLC
The honorable robert e. Sharkey and Dr. phoebe 

Sharkey amB

Doug and Gabriela Smith
Clarice Smith
Solon e. Summerfield Foundation
Sovereign Strategy Limited
The hattie m. Strong Foundation
mr. and ms. antoine Van agtmael
Velasquez Group, LLC
VISa u.S.a., Inc.
Willkie, Farr & Gallagher
Lynn and Jonathan yarowsky

$5,000 - $9,999
anonymous (6)
aflac
mark Tushnet and elizabeth alexander
alston & Bird LLp
Linna Barnes and Chris mixter
kyle and alan Bell
Barbara Bennett
Don and nancy Bliss
The Bozzuto Group
katherine B. and David G. Bradley
mr. and mrs. Jere Broh-kahn aCa

Dorothy W. Browning
mr. and mrs. I.T. Burden, III
Buffy and William Cafritz
Conrad and Ludmila Cafritz
mr. Thomas J. Campbell
robert Crawford Carlson
The honorable Joan Churchill and mr. anthony 

Churchill Ba

Jeffrey p. Cunard Ba

Louis Delair, Jr.
The Dimick Foundation
Craig Dunkerley and patricia haigh aCa
eagleBank

ernst & young LLp
marietta ethier
exxonmobil
Bob, kathy and Lauren Fabia
Financial Services roundtable
Forest City Washington
Tim and Susan Gibson amB

In memory of angelique Glass 1616 aCa amB

Janet W. Solinger and Jacob k. Goldhaber
Goldman Sachs & Co.
richard a. and m. Theresa Gollhofer
alice and John Goodman
Graham holdings
David and Jean Grier
William Stein and Victoria Griffiths Ba
mr. and mrs. Woolf p. Gross
h&r Block
kevin T. hennessy amB Ba

John W. hill
Lynne and Joseph horning
mike and Gina house T Ba

hughes hubbard & reed
The mark & Carol hyman Fund
The International union of Bricklayers and allied 

Craftworkers
Jackson Lewis LLp
k&L Gates
ms. roberta a. kaplan
Daniel F. katz Ba

Lou and Irene katz
David and anne kendall Ba

marcel LaFollette and Jeffrey Stine
David a. Lamdin amB

Bill Lands and norberta Schoene
richard Levi and Susan perry
heidi and Bill maloni
The George preston marshall Foundation
kathleen matthews
medStar national rehabilitation network
hilary B. miller and Dr. katherine n. Bent Ba

ms. Connie milstein
hazel C. moore
morningstar philanthropic Fund
kristine morris
michelle newberry
oracle america Corporation
park Center associates
peach Tree mclean
robert and Susan pence
polinger Development Co.
The prince Charitable Trusts
property Capital LLC
Willam pugh and Lisa orange
reset public affairs
Gerri and murray rottenberg 1616

Lee Goodwin and Linda Schwartzstein
Security Industry and Financial markets 

association
Skadden, arps, Slate, meagher & Flom
Software and Information Industry association
Terra nova Title and Settlement Services, LLC
TpG Capital
Vulcan materials Company Foundation
marvin F. Weissberg
Wells Fargo philanthropy
Carolyn L. Wheeler Ba

alan and Irene Wurtzel

mr. mike Wyckoff
Chris and Carol yoder
Judy and Leo Zickler

$2,500 - $4,999
anonymous (3)
mr. Derek Thomas and mr. ernesto abrego
miriam and robert adelstein
robert n. alfandre
mr. and mrs. John C. allen
kevin and amanda allexon
Sunny and Bill alsup
Tony anderson and kevin Lorei
mr. Decker anstrom and ms. Sherron hiemstra
Stephen p. anthony Ba

Celia and keith arnaud
Julie, Tina, June and Vince auletta
Drs. hilda and William o. Bank
BB&T
Brent J. Bennett
mr. and mrs. John h. Birdsall
Bill Bodie T

Dr. Bill and evelyn Braithwaite
Claudyne y. Brown Ba

The Family of marion and Charles Bryce 1616 amB

Dawn and James Causey
Chadbourne & parke, LLp
audrey Chang and michael Vernick
ellen macneille Charles
Joan Choppin
richard h. Cleva 
Linda and John Cogdill
Jeff and Jacky Copeland
marshall B. Coyne Foundation
Douglas W. Crandall
mr. ralph C. Voltmer and ms. Tracy a. Davis Ba

The Charles Delmar Foundation
Beverly and richard Dietz
ms. D. Chris Downey
emily, Susannah and michael eig
helaine G. elderkin Ba

elmendorf ryan
michael evans Ba

expedia, Inc
rob and anne Faris
Leo Fisher and Sue Duncan
anne and Burton Fishman Ba

Barry and marie Fleishman
Claire Frankel
paige Franklin and David pancost
Franklin Square Group
Lisa and phil Friedman
FTI Consulting
Burton Gerber
Carol and ken Gideon
Josh Goldfoot Ba

ms. myra p. Gossens
John e. Graves rIa and hanh phan
pamela and Corbin Gwaltney
James T. and Vicky Sue hatt
karen L hawkins Ba

Catherine macneil hollinger and mark hollinger
William L. hopkins and richard B. anderson 1616

James and marissa huttinger
International Brotherhood of Teamsters
maxine Isaacs
Larry and Georganne John

John edward Johnson
Jody katz and Jeffrey Gibbs
michael and michelle keegan
Joel and mary keiler
Thomas and Bridget kluwin
mary hughes knox
Lt. Col. and mrs. William k. konze
Dr. richard m. krause 1616

Barry kropf
LeVICk Ba

Dr. mark T. Lewellyn
marjorie and John Lewis
James m Loots, esq. and Barbara Dougherty 

Loots, esq. Ba

mary mcCue amB

The mcGwin/Bent Family
Thomas and Ingrid mcpherson Foundation
rajesh, radhika and karan murari
patricia Sherman and Terry murphy
national association of realtors
national rural electric Cooperative association
navigators Global
madeline nelson
Louisa and Bill newlin
The nora roberts Foundation
melanie and Larry nussdorf
The oB-C Group, LLC
James oldham and elizabeth Conahan Ba

robert and martha osborne T

Dr. and mrs. kenneth oscar
mr. and mrs. David osnos
Theda parrish
paul Weiss rifkind Wharton
peck, madigan, Jones & Stewart, Inc.
mr and mrs Carl F. pfeiffer
podesta Group
Sydney m. polakoff and Carolyn Goldman
Lutz alexander prager
rasky Baerlein prism
mary and Gene procknow
property Casualty Insurers association of 

america
Quinn emanuel Foundation
robert and nan ratner
molly and Joe reynolds Ba

peter D. rosenstein
ron and Sharon Salluzzo
mrs. Stanley J. Sarnoff 1616

Steven and Beverly Schacht
mr. William S. Scherman esq
richard Scott
Linda and Stanley Sher
richard Simpson Ba

The Smith-Free Group LLC
Louisa and Daniel Tarullo
ThinkFoodGroup
Thrivent Financial
professor philip Tirpak
kathy Truex
Thomas and molly Ware amB

Washington Forrest Foundation
rob Wilder T

Laurel Wingate
Sullivan & Cromwell
Viet Dinh Ba

$1,500 - $2,499
anonymous (8)
ernest and Dianne abruzzo
Gisela and Thomas ahern
Sanford k. ain, esq. Ba

kevin and amanda allexon Ba

Dean amel and Terry Savela
patricia arnold
association of performing arts presenters
russ Stevenson and margaret r. axtell
keith L. Babb
Galen and Carolyn Barbour
michael F. Barrett, Jr. and Danielle Beauchamp
John and patricia Barth
Judge James a. Belson
Dr. and mrs. James e. Bernhardt
Sue e. Berryman
elaine and richard Binder
phillip reiman and Leslie Binns
Dr. Donna W. Blake and mr. Bruce e. eckstein
John Blandford
Cathleen e. Blanton
martha Blaxall and Joe Dickey
mr. and mrs. Thomas Boggs
ronald Bottomly
michael Boyd
David Bradley
Jill and Jay Brannam
Thomas C. Brennan
roger and nancy Brown
mr. and mrs. Douglas Brown
elizabeth Buchbinder
Capitol hill Community Foundation
Joanna and alan Capps
Cheryl and matthew Chalifoux
elaine h. Christ
antonia B. Ianniello and George m. Chuzi
Barry Coburn Ba

mr. and mrs. anthony C. Collins
Julia and Francis Creighton
mr. and mrs. mark Darnell
William C. and Sandra Davis
The honorable and ms. Tom Davis
Carol Der Garry
Tom and krista Di Iaconi Ba

Dorchester Towers and Dorchester apts on 
Columbia pike in arlington

David and kenna Dorsen Ba

Dr. Damien and elizabeth Doyle
Claudia hastings Dulmage Ba

Joy Dunkerley
Becky and alan Dye
Fynnette eaton and James e. miller
ms. nike m. elder
ms. Catherine B. elwell
Garrett epps Ba

raymond S. eresman and Diana e Garcia
John estes and Veronica angulo
Federal Lodge no. 1 Free and accepted masons 

Washington D.C.
Julie m. Feinsilver 1616

mr. elliot Feldman Ba

Joseph and Jeri Fellerman
mr. and mrs. alan m. Fern
Barbara and ralph Ferrara
The Lee & Juliet Folger Fund

Julian W. Fore and Beverly a. Sauer
rhona Wolfe Friedman and Donald J. Friedman
Brenda and David Friend
Juan h Gaddis
Charles and amy Gardner
Dr. Laura J. George amB

Dr. Douglas e. Gill and mrs. karen S. Vartan
ruth Bader Ginsburg
Joanne Glisson
Donald h. Goodyear, Jr.
mr. and mrs. David L. Gray
ms. pat Gray aCa

Lisa Grosh and Donald names Ba

merle haberman
Frona hall
Frank kendall and Beth halpern Ba

kenneth G. hance
robert and margaret hazen 1616

andrea L. heithoff
mr. mark e. herlihy and ms. ann m. kappler
Jean and Stephen hersh
Cheryl r. hodge
mr. Gerald hoefler
mr. henry h. holcomb
Charlotte hollister and Donald Clagett
Susan Bokern and Ted holmberg
Fran and Bill holmes
David h. holtzman
ms. ann homan Ba

russell mikel and alison hurst
mr. Steven Janssen
John, pam and kim Jaske
Birdie Johnson Ba

eric kadel Ba

michael kades and mary Giovagnoli Ba

Lawranne Stewart and mark kantor
Stephanie kanwit
rick kasten
Candace and hadrian katz
Thomas r. and Laurie S. kelly
melinda kimble
David a. klaus
Dana and ray koch
ray kogut
Sara Dunham kraskin and Stephen G. kraskin
mr. and mrs. William kristol
mr. Sanjiv kumar and ms. mansoora rashid
L. L. Lanam
Lynne Stephens and kenneth Larson
Leonard, Street and Deinard Foundation
nancy and David Lesser Ba

Diane Lindquist Ba

Freddi Lipstein and Scott Berg 1616 amB

David Lloyd, realtor
James J. Lombardi
Christopher and Lane macavoy
amanda machen
rev. Frederick macIntyre and mickey macIntyre
Dan and Susan mareck
mars Foundation
David and martha martin
Dr. and mrs. James e. martin
mcGuire Woods LLp
John and Connie mcGuire Ba

Bernard and mary mckay T

mcLarty Companies
Stephen m. mcnabb Ba

ms. kate mcSweeny Ba

Lisa mezzetti
Dr. Jeanne-marie a. miller
mr. Steven miller
Catherine moore and Carl Stephens
Dee Dodson morris Ba

mr. Jeffrey morrison Ba

Tom mounteer and Bobby Zeliger
rita mullin
michael nannes and nancy everett
ralph and Gwen nash
ms. Beth nolan and mr. Charles Wright
mr. and mrs. Lawrence o’Connor
mrs. Jean oliver
Timothy p. o’Toole
mr. and mrs. Gerald W. padwe
karishma and Jonathan page
philip B. nelson and anne parten
Toni and ronald paul
penelope payne
Scott pearson and Diane Farrell Ba

mr. mike peevy
Gary and Trudy peterson
robert and Lillian philipson Foundation Ba

Carter G. phillips
Sheldon pratt aCa

hon. Frank press
ms. elise rabekoff and mr. Christopher Gladstone
mrs. eden rafshoon
Lloyd and Claudia randolph 1616 Ba

Susan and ronald rappaport
Steven and anne reed
alberto J. rivera Ba

Steve and Diane rothman amB

nancy and miles rubin
kimberly and norman Sandridge Ba

richard and rochelle Schwab
kannon and Victoria Shanmugam Ba

Dickstein Shapiro
mr. and mrs. edward J. Shapiro
margaret Sheer Ba

kelly S. Shoop Ba

mark J. and Joan B. Siegel
patricia L. Sims, esq. and David m. Sims, esq. Ba

ed and andy Smith
Candace Smyth Ba

John and Leslie Steele
Susan and Brian Sullam
Linda Griggs and Bill Swedish
al and nadia Taran
Jeff Thamkittikasem
alice W. Thomas 1616

peter Threadgill
David Tone
mr. Clifton hyde Tucker, Jr.
José alberto uclés
Tessa van der Willigen and Jonathan Walters
John h. Vogel Ba
In memory of Dorothy B. Watkiss Ba

Sally and richard Watts
Bill and Ted Wears-richards
In memory of mary Weathers
Sonia and Dale West
Laura and paul Weidenfeld Ba

ms. molly Wilkinson
kevin riley Gowen and robert paul Wilkinson
mr. and mrs. David Williams

mr. alan F. Wohlstetter
Julian yap Ba

Fred and Sandra young
The honorable Dov S. Zakheim and mrs. Deborah 

Bing Zakheim
margot and paul Zimmerman

$1,000 - $1,499 
anonymous (6)
Fakhry abelnour
akin, Gump, Strauss, hauer & Feld, LLp
ms. ashley m. allen T

Douglas and Jane alspach
anthony Francis Lucas-Spindletop Foundation
mr. and mrs. Gregory Ballentine
Dan and nancy Balz
mr. and mrs. albert h. Barclay Jr.
robert B. Barnett and rita Braver
r. Joseph Barton and Tricia placido
ms. marion C. Blakey
alisa m. Goldstein and Lee Blank
Lisa and David Blatt
James Blum
mr. Dennis Blumer
elizabeth Boyle
Chris h. and James D. Bridgeman
Candice C. Bryant
Lora and Stan Burgess
michael L. Burke and Carl W. Smith
John and Linda Byington
rita a. Cavanagh and Gerald a. kafka
Tim and Glenda Christenson
elaine Church
Christopher Clarke
Barbara and John Cochran
mr. Timothy Cole and ms. kathy Galloway
Joellen and michael Collins
William and Carol Conrad
marsha e. Swiss and ronald Costell mD
Dahl-morrow International
margaret Dillard
richard and patricia Draper
Susan and Dorsey Dunn
eSpy energy Solutions
mr. and mrs. melvyn estrin
David Webber and Joelle Faucher
Colonel and mrs. Charles F. Feldmayer
Gary and naomi Felsenfeld
pamela Frazier and michael Finan
Louise a. Fishbein
Sandy and Jim Fitzpatrick
Donald and Cathy Fogel
aaron and Susan Fuller
ms. elizabeth Galvin
angela and Dan Goelzer
Dr. Shannon L. hader
Dr. Sara hale henry and mr. austin henry
mr. and mrs. harr
Jeanie and Tex harris
hines Interests Limited partnership
mr. and mrs. Wallace F. holladay
Donald m. and Barbara S. hoskins
mr. and mrs. Timothy howard
ken hunter
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers
Lorna Jaffe
mary Frances Jetton
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Jones Lang LaSalle
andrea and Joseph kerr
mr. Jeffrey D. kirkwood
rebecca klemm
korn/Ferry International
mr. and mrs. Jerome kossar
polly kraft
Steven r. reich and yuliya p. kuklina
karen Leider
LeVICk
Shirley Loo 1616

mr. John h. Loomis
Steven m. rosenberg and Stewart C. Low III
Bruce and Virginia macLaury
hardee mahoney and Juan Vegega
mr. and mrs. Gregory may
Susan milligan and philip mcGuire
Belinda and Jon mckenzie
m. elizabeth medaglia
Sarah D. meredith
nancy and herbert milstein
mr. peter G. mirijanian
mark perry and adele mouzon
mr. and mrs. p. David pappert
James D. parker
Barbara a. potcka and everett mattlin
Thomas pauls and eleanor pelta
mr. Joe perta
professional Women in advocacy Conference
Julie phillips
The John and marcia price Family Foundation
The honorable Joe r. reeder
peter S. reichertz
mac and michelle-anne riley
roger roberts
John Forest roemer
Suzonne Sage
James and madeleine Schaller
Jennifer m. Schlener
eugene & alice Schreiber philanthropic Fund
elizabeth and Carl Seastrum
She Should run
In memory of Betty F. Shepard
Dr. Daniel Sherman
Jerry and Judy Shulman
Sister Strength, LLC
mr. W. Christopher Smith
Sprint
Gary and Libby Stanley
mr. edward Steinhouse
Steptoe & Johnson LLp
elizabeth and George Stevens, Jr.
alan asay and mary Sturtevant
Judi and richard Sugarman
David and Sarah Tate
michael Tubbs
Carole and John Varela
mr. and mrs. L. Von hoffman
Washington resource associates
mr. and mrs. rosanne Weber
andrea and Stephen Weiswasser
Gerry Widdicombe
mr. and mrs. rob Wyse
Deborah yaffe
patricia yee
penny S younce

$500 - $999 
anonymous (30)
George and polla abed
actors’ equity Foundation, Inc.
Vickie and David adamson
maqbool aliani
mr. and mrs. John allen
mr. and mrs. Theodore e. allison
Thomas and kathleen altizer
eric amick
Wolfram anders and michele manatt
richard and rosemarie andreano
ms. Jerrilyn andrews and mr. Donald hesse
Cherrill alfou anson
m. antoun
Judy areen and richard Cooper
Jean W. arnold
Carol Benedict and paul ashin
mrs. martin atlas
kevin and Sheila avruch
mary anne and Charlie Bacas
Leonard Bachman
mr. Joel Balsham
In memory of Dr. Daniel Banes
Jonathan h. Barber
margaret and Gordon Bare
mr. and mrs. Jim Barker
Joan Barron and paul Lang
Charles D. Bartlett and Linda Bartlett
athena Caul and Brian Bayliss
rev. John p. Beal, III
Julianne Beall
peter mathers and Bonnie Beavers
Linda Beers
ms. rebecca Bell
raymond Benton
paul r. Berger and Janice L. Lower
ms. mary ellen Bergeron
robert C. and elissa B. Bernius
Bethesda mrI & CT
paul Bickart and marcia reecer
Vaughn and marian Bishop
William D. Blair Charitable Foundation
ambassador Julia Chang Bloch and Stuart Bloch
harriet and Bruce Blum
mr. and ms. Lane Blumenfeld
arthur Spitzer and elisabeth Boas
rick and Burma Bochner
Thomas Booth
Jennifer Boulanger and Bruce Schillo
Dick and Sarah Bourne
mark Ziomek and Gary Bowden
mr. Chris Boyles
Drs. James and Jean Braden
The honorable Susan G. Braden and Thomas m. 

Susman
Dr. ronald Brady
robert and Lucy Bremner
michael and Taylor Brogan
mr. Thomas Broglio
Liz and Cornelius Bronder
henry J. Brothers, II
Christopher Brown
Dana e. Brown
Lorraine Brown
philip Buchan and June krell
harold r. Bucholtz

Jayne Bultena
ms. Destiny Burns
Col. and mrs. Lance J. Burton
Cesar a. Caceres mD
Dianna and mickey Campagna
robert J. Campbell and mary a. Schellinger
peggy Canale
ann Cardoni
Caroline Willis Book appraisals
James m. Carr
nicholas and mary Jeanne Carrera
Cash america International, Inc.
ann Castiglione-Cataldo and Walt ennaco
Sarah and William Cavitt
nancy Chabot and rob Layden
Wallace Chandler
Shu hui Chen
edward Chmielowski
Dr. Frederick W. Wolff and Dr. Catherine Chura
John Clark and ana Steele Clark
ms. Janice L. Clark
mrs. nancy B. Clark
Thomas and robin Clarke
Dr. Warren Coats Jr.
mary Cole amB

William and Sara Coleman
Laura L. hoffman and David C. Colin
Jack and Julia Corrado
owen Costello and erlin Webb
mr. and mrs. Charles r. Cowan
michael and Sue Crane
erin Cromer
helen Dalton
ms. Donna Dana
allen and Louisa Warren Davidson
mr. Jack Davies and ms. kay kendall
mr. and mrs. Scott W. Davis
matthew and mike Dazé
anthony and nancy DeCrappeo
osborne mackie and morgan Delaney
Tom Gusdorff and ed Dennison
mary des Jardins
marjorie Deutsch, ph.D and John Broadbent, JD
Caroline m. Devine
nicole Dilella
alan and Susan Dranitzke
mr. ken Dreyfuss
Jean and paul Dudek
William J. Tito and Debra J. Duncan
Dutch and Brenda Dunham
David Dunn
Sayre ellen Dykes
Stephen and magda eccles
Stuart and Joanna edwards
mr. paul ehrenreich
mr. and mrs. kenneth a. eisenhardt
roberta ellington
Victoria elliott and J. michael Shanahan
Will Guthrie and ellen epstein
William erickson
ms. Janice Faucett
Gail W. Feagles
Dorothy e. Fickenscher
mr. Jeffrey Fine
Scott Fine
mr. Carl Fischer
ms. Christine Fisher and mr. oscar Goldfarb

James and Isabelle Fitzwilliam
ms. kathleen a. Flynn
nancy Folger
rev. and mrs. Frederick Foltz
robert and Carole Fontenrose
Lisa Foster
Lt. Col. michael a. Foughty and rev. Donna L. 

Foughty
Candida Fraze moskovitz and peter moskovitz
David Frederick
David Freeman
Dr. helene Freeman 1616

mike and pati Froyo-mcCarty
michael Gaba
mr. Joshua Galper
mr and mrs Davis r Gamble, Jr
mr. and mrs. Charles Gary
norman I. Gelman
Scott and Lauren Gilbert
Lewrene Glaser
Jim Glass
Vera Glocklin
amnon and Sue Golan
michael and ellen Gold
Dr. and mrs. Stanley Goldfarb
Jinny and michael Goldstein
ms. eloise Gore and mr. allen hile
Stanley alan hurwitz
Lynn m. Gowen
patricia Graham
robert Warren and Jane Grayson
Jeffrey n. Greenblatt
Judy and Sheldon Grosberg
robert Groshon
Betsy S. Grossman
margaret S. Grotte
Bruce and Georgia Sue Guenther
Cliff hackett
Jack e. hairston Jr.
Judy hall
kathryn halpern
Donna hart
peter D. and Florence r. hart
Frank and Lisa hatheway
Doris hausser
Dr. James a. heath
kari and max heerman
Shawn C. helm and J. Thomas marchitto
margaret hennessey
Jane and David heppel
June and George higgins
Susan mcnabb and Brent hillman
Bernardo hirschman
melissa hodgman and peter Strzok
Stanley and Vicki hodziewich
David hofstad
Judy G. honig and Stephen robb
paul and Carol honigberg
Silvia m. hoop and alfred kammer
mr. michael hopkins
John k. hoskinson and ana I. Fàbregas
Lois howlin
Dave hughes
Susan C. Immelt
mr. Loring J. Ingraham and ms. Dale rubenstein
eric r. Jablow
ms. patricia a. Jacubec

mr. kurt Jaeger
rachel r. Jaffe
Jason and Cynthia Johnson
russel and Bethany Jones
Catherine Jordan
Christian Josi
maryanne and David kane
Daniel kaplan and kay richman Gift Fund
kathleen karr
preston and Lois kavanagh
ashok and Stuti kaveeshwar
msgr Francis kazista
mark kearney
Barbara keller
mary e. kennelly
mr. and ms. eric kessler
Bill and marion kettering
robert kimmins
Lt. Col. Jo kinkaid uSaF (ret)
Susan and Bill kirby
Special Thanks to mike klein and Joan Fabry
Dr. prudence kline and Dr. paul kimmel
Benjamin B. klubes
amy Schwartz and eric koenig
Sally Weinbrom kram
howard krauss
karen e. krueger
mr. Stuart S. kurlander and mr. David L. martin
robert L. Larke
Diana m. Lee
Frances and emery Lee
Dr. and mrs. Stanley e. Legum
mr. and mrs Tracy Leigh
maryellen Trautman and Darrell Lemke
mrs. Sandra Levenbook
Shirley J. and William S. Levine
CDr Lars hanson and raDm rosanne Levitre
Bianca and michael Levy
Chip Linnemeier
Sandy Liotta
Dr. richard F. Little
marcia Litwack
mr. and mrs. Joseph Livingston
nancy and Dan Longo
raudel Che Lopez
kenneth and Joan Lorber
Joan Lorr
ms. nikki L. Lowry
Linda L. Lum
Lois C. magee
Steven magel
Donald and Julianna mahley
David and Claire maklan
Tom and Joan malarkey
mrs. maureen malone
Lt. Col. James mancuso
Jessica markham
John and Liza marshall
mr. Thurgood marshall Jr
rita and paul marth
patrick martyn and eric Lomboy
Winton e. matthews, Jr.
Catherine mcClave
Cynthia and richard mcConnell
Stephanie mcCormick-Goodhart
William a. mcDaniel, Jr.
e.a. mcGrath

David and Sarah mcmeans
W. Bruce mcpherson
Beverly melani and Bruce Walker
Susan and harry meyers
roger and robin millay
mr. and mrs. edward miller
Stacey miller
Daniel mintz and ellen elow-mintz
Dr. allen mondzac
Theresa morris
mr. and mrs. Timothy p. mulligan
Donald J. myers
Carl and undine nash
Judith Walter and Irvin nathan
Linda S. neighborgall
elizabeth and John newhouse
D.W. and martha newman
eugene nojek
alice L. norris
ms. kathleen J. norvell
russ and ellen notar
ms. Sheri o’Connell
John o’Donnell
mr. James olander
Warren S. oliveri, Jr. and mcGennis Williams
mr. Francis o’malley and Dr. James ellzy
a. orza
mr. and mrs. ernest T. oskin
mr. and mrs. mack ott
ms. ruth oyen
rodney and Deborah page
ms. Bhavani parameswar
mike and pam peabody
mr. Christopher perdue
Julia perlman
ms. mary I. pett
Victoria phipps
Col. and mrs. Scott pinckney
ann and Walter pincus
elizabeth piotrowski
Diana L. preston
michael proffitt
Julie and navarro pulley
Drs. Dena and Jerome puskin
David a. Quick
alice rand
Jennifer and harry rand
Wendy and John Daniel reaves
Sheldon and Barbara repp
In memory of richard J. ricard, Jr
phil richards
William L. ritchie Jr.
Gail a. robinson
The honorable John T. rooney
Vicki rosenberg
Linda o. rosenfeld
paul and katy rosenzweig
Lynn n. rothberg
Burton rothleder
peggy and Bud rubin
margaret L. ryan
michael ryan

elizabeth and noel Safford
mr. michael S. Schooler
ms. Jill a. Schuker
Joyce and richard Schwartz
matteson and kathleen Scott

mr. michael Seltz
meredith and Susan Senter
eva and rex Settle
In honor of Shakespeare classes and the Theatres 

that support them
phil Sharp
Dianne Shaughnessy and Jonathan Taylor
Jerilyn ray Shelley
mr. and ms. andrew Shepherd
Catherine m. Sheppard
John and roma Sherman
adele Z. Silver
mr. Borah Simon and ms. Carol L. pearson
Donald m. Simonds
Dr. and mrs. Delbert D. Smith
randall Speck and Samantha nolan
mr. and mrs. William Spellbring
Cecile and James Srodes
Dr. William and Vivienne r. Stark
mr. and mrs. ronald W. Steele
Carol Stein
harold and Lana Steinberg
ms. andy Steinem
Janice Sterling
robert and Virginia Stern
Dr. Linda and Dr. robert Stillman
Jeff Stoller
Dorothy and Donald Stone
Barbara Stout
robert Suettinger
maureen Sullivan
alice J. Sziede
Carol and harry Tabak
Drs. Steven and Sheila Taube
John Taylor
Grant p. and Sharon r. Thompson
ms. pauline Thompson
Steven and alison Thompson
mrs. Lori Timan
TrueBlue, Inc.
Lynn Trundle
mr. and mrs. alvin Tucker
James and Cynthia Tuite
David S. Turner
Drs. Stephen and Susan ungar
allen unsworth
rod and marilyn uveges
Dr. richard Valachovic
arina van Breda
Joan and Lyman Van nostrand
Fernando and Stephanie van reigersberg
Dwight and Carrie Vaughn
ms. katie Vlietstra
mr. andrew Wainner
martin and Susan Wald
ralph Wallace
Libby and herb Ware
In memory of marjorie hecht Watson
ms. Judith Weintraub
Jack and ruth ellen Wennersten
mr. richard m. Whiting
Dr. edward Whitman
ms. kelly Wilcox
Deaunn and Jeffrey Wilder
Dr. marjorie Williams aCa

Virginia and Wayne Williams
Linda Winslow

C. Lawrence Wiser
George e. Wishon
neville Withington and kerry kingham
ms. anita Woehler
marty Woelfle
kathryn Wood
Julie and David Zalkind

$250 - $499
anonymous (56)
Jean abinader
mr. and mrs. elias aburdene and annette 

aburdene
Donald adams and ellen maland
Jon and kate aikman
Don and allison aitken
ms. emily L. aitken
Tyler and Jenny akagi
helen alexander and roland Weiss
mr. and mrs. Charles T. alexander
In honor of marla and nick allard
ambassador and mrs. Frank almaguer
michael alt
Bill and Sue alterman
Jerome andersen and June hajjar
kirsten anderson and Jeff harris
nancy p. anderson
Tom and Bonnie anderson
edward m. andrews and John h. mcCrary
ms. Lynn arnaiz
John ausink
James h. Babcock
Jane Bachner
nancy Bagot
paul L. Bainbridge, ph.D
Beverly Baker
Sheila eddy Baker
mr. and mrs. J.I. Ballestero, Jr
ms. melissa L. Barrett
michael and Lissa Barry
nancy and ed Barsa
mr. and ms. robert W. Barton
andrea Baruchin
Christy Schmidt and Tony and peter Bayne
mr. michael J. Beck
nan Beckley
anne Bellinger
Jane C. Bergner
michael Beriss
Sharon L. Bernier
pam and David Bernstein
maya a. Bernstein, esq.
Claire and Tom Bettag
Carrie Biggs-adams
mr. Bowen Billups
Darwin Bingham
Julie Bitzer
mary C. Blake
elizabeth and michael Blakeslee
mary Josie and Bruce Blanchard
robert Bleimann and Dr. may Chin
John W. Blouch
Donald J. and Carol L. Bobby
elizabeth r. Boe
kaye and andrew Boesel
Constance Bohon, m.D.
Lillibeth Boruchow, m.D.
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Douglas Bowers and martin Beadle
The Bowie Family
Cindy and Dennis Brack
penelope Breese
Bill Brewer and Collot Guerard
paul S. Bridge
adrianne B. Brooks
Steve Broughman
Betti Brown and Bob ramsey
perry L. Brown
Buckley/palmore/hind Family
Gita Budd
ms. Jane a. Bullock
Jan Burchard
Jeffrey and Josephine Burton
Susan and Dixon Butler
Carole a. Calhoun
Thomas Calhoun and Thelma Triche
kim and Glenn Campbell
Donna m. Campbell
patricia Campbell
Josh Canary
alan Cantor
margaret Capron
patrick and katharine Carney
marge Carrico and James Traylor
roger and mary Carson
Till and ron Cartwright
Bruce Gregory and paula Causey
anna uhl Chamot
Frances Chang and martin hrivnak
meryl and michael Chertoff
Jm rowe and nancy Chesser
heidi Christensen
ricky Christie
Lily L. Chu and Gerald W. Weaver II
ray Clark, rhonda Starkey and alex
mr. and mrs. robert L. Clark
William and Louise Cleveland
Dave Clifford
Barbara Cobb
anna Cochrane
Babette Cohn
Christopher and anne Collins
Lillian h. Collins
mary Combs
John and Sheila Compton
Susan m. Connolly
Susan e. Connors
rachel Conway
Beverly Cook
Jovana Cooke
Dr. and mrs. herbert L. Cooper
John F. Copes
ms. Victoria Cordova
mr. and mrs. Thomas B. Cormack
William and elise Couper
robert W. Cover
mr. and ms. Coyle
edward e. Cragg
Stephen T. Cramolini
marcia p. Crandall
alan T. Crane
katie Cranford
Drs. Joanne and Frank Crantz
D. elizabeth Crompton
Jeff and Carolyn Crooks

Bill Cross and Dr. David mcCall
Joseph Cross
matt Crouch
John Cuddy
Suzanne and Gregory Curt
ambassador and mrs. Jaime Daremblum
mr. Gerald p. Dargis
ms. Deanna Dawson
Simpson Dean
Charles and Connie Delaplane
David S. Dennison
ms. anne Depew
Col. and mrs. Deverill
Caroline Smith and Ian Smith DeWaal
Beverly Dickerson
anne and John Dickerson
peter Dickinson
Gregory Dobbins
Thomas and Carol Donlan
ms. Bridget Donohue
kathleen m. Donovan-Scully
Colleen Dougherty
Fayonne Doughty and Don Weinstein
Dr. richard Drawbaugh and Suzanne Drawbaugh
alison Drucker and Tom holzman
Dr. and mrs. John V. Dugan, Jr.
mrs. karen-Sue Dunn
mr. and mrs. Timothy Dyk
Julia and Joe Dzikiewicz
mary and Bob eccles
alan edelman
ms. Betty edelson
Jim and anne edwards
Christian and angela ehemann
Dr. Stephen C. ehrmann
michele B. eisenberg
In memory of Judith S. ekman
marjorie and anthony elson
Sarah G. epstein and Donald a. Collins
William erdmann
Connie ericson
Brandon etheridge
Stockwell everts
Joseph eyles
William Faragher
Janet Farbstein
rosemarie and Christina Farrera
anne and marc Feinberg
mr. and mrs. Sam Fields
David Furth and martha Finnemore
Sara Fisher
Tracy Fisher
anne and al Fishman
Donald Flanders
ms. Christine Flinton
Barbara Formoso
richard L. Forstall
V. Lee Fortna
michael B. Fowler and John e. nappi, esq
elizabeth France
nadra Franklin
Craig and kathy Franklin
molly m. Frantz
mary B. Fuson
robert Gallagher
mary alice Garber
ms. Dene Garbow

Dr. arlyn Garcia-perez
Chris horning and nancy Garruba
Brenda a. pommerenke and Larry George
Carl r Gerber
Dennis Gerrity
Frank h. Gibson
Charles h. Gilliland
Laura and michael Gilpin
Virginia Giroux-rollow
anne-marie Glynn
Gabriela Gold
Burton Goldberg
David m. Goldberg
Jacqueline Tibbetts
mrs. Lawrence Goldmuntz
ellen L. Goldstein
David Goldston
margaret Goodman
Brent Gordon and Susan miller
morton and roberta Goren
Bonnie Green
marian L. Green
eldon and emily Greenberg
robert Greenfield
In memory of Carmela aiello
Susan and David Gries
Joseph F. Grikis
Walter and Janet Grissett
David Grover
mr. paul k. Guinnessy
Gail J. Gulliksen
Jim hansen
harris Family Foundation
Donald harrison
Valorie harrison
ms. Fran hart
Judith a. hautala
Larry hawk
Buzz hefti
Constance and richard heitmeyer
robert J. herbert
Louis hering
Laura roulet and rafael hernandez
Dr. roger e. herst and Dr. Judith L. Bader
Gil hill and Carol Galaty
augustus hill m.D.
Dorsey hiltenbrand
Barbara hindin
richard and ardeth hines
Frederick S. hird
amanda and Lawrence hobart
Virginia a. hodges
Dee ann holisky
Christopher and Deirdre holleman
andrew hollinger and niki holmes
michael hollinger
mr. and mrs. richard holwill
Donald h hooker Jr and mary I Bradshaw
Charles horn and Jane Luxton
Capt. and mrs. Thomas C. houghton
mike henry and ann howard
Charlotte hrncir
Veronica hubbard
michelle and David hughes
Carol Ireland
alden and Judy Irons
paul and Susan Irwin

kathleen h. Ives
Jacqueline L. Jackson
katherine Jameson
edward and Victoria Jaycox
Susan Jeffries
mr. and mrs. Donald Johnson
George and ayah Johnson
maj. Jeff Johnson
Linda Johnson
Fred Jones
ms. margaret Jones
In loving memory of mary roberta Jones
Terri and phil Jordan
mark Joseph
Barbara (Grabon) and robert Juszczyk
marvin and madeleine kalb
Tim and Sandy kamas
Timur kanaatov
richard kane
mr. and mrs. albert J. kappes IV
patricia karhause
Virginia karl
nancy kasler
arthur katz and Sima osdoby 1616

Colleen and Jack katz
mr. and mrs. robert keatley
Thomas keenan, Dr. Joel Shapiro and elizabeth 

Lane
mr. allen L keiswetter
John and Tommie kelley
Caroline e. kenney
Don and alison kerr
arleen and edward kessler
Judge Gladys kessler
Lori ketcham
Sandy and pat kimble
Charles king
Commander and mrs. John F. kinzer
michael and Carolyn kirby
audrius kirvelaitis
mr. and mrs. alan kistler
Frank D. kistler
Stephen and mary Sue kitchen
marilyn (mickey) klein
In memory of robert knouss
Tom and kathy knox
Jeffrey and Barbara kohler
Daniel kohlhepp
W. Gary kohlman and Lesley Zork
michael W. kolakowski
robert kopp
martha herbig and David korsh
mary kotz
Sara koury
J. robert kramer, II
Tija krumins
Dennis and Lori kruse
Jon and Frieda kulish
mr. T. C. Lacey
Beverly LaCross
Larry and helen Lane
margaret Lane
mr. John Lang
ms. Debbie Lansford
mary Lauer
Thomas a. and Jean L. Lauzon
eileen Lawrence and Bobby Greenfield

mary Lawrence
L. L. Lawson
Virginia Lawton
John W. Layman
andrew Leben
Sam Lee
Lisa and Chris Leinberger
marian and Stuart Lemle
raymond and Betty Lepesqueur
ms. annie Lesher
J. Griffin and Linda p. Lesher
mr. Ben Levy
Charles Levy and yvonne Zoomers
herman D. Levy
Carol a. Lewis
ms. elizabeth h. Lewis and mr. Thomas J. 

Saunders
nancy Lewis
Sallie and Sam Lewis
erik Lichtenberg and Carol mermey
Barbara Liggett and augustine matson
Jocelyn Linke
kahiko Linker
Dr. Frances Litrenta
ellie and Chris maginniss
Drs mark and Leigh maier
patrick Shannon and Gita maitra
Dr. Jack malgeri
Wm Gary and phoebe mallard
alice S. mandanis
robert and Ida may mantel
maury and Beverley marks
John marshall
Don martin and Tammy Wiles
Dr. and mrs. robert martin
Stephanie martin
John B.k. martinec
roy and Leeann matthews
mr. michael S. maurer and ms. rachel L. Sher
mr. paul mavromihalis and Dr. rebecca ocampo
Thomas mcauliffe
mr. and mrs. James W. mcBride
matt and peggy mcCarty
Dan mcCormack and yee-ning Soong
Carol mcGarry
anna Therese mcGowan
karla Taylor and mike mcnamee
ms. katy mead
michael and kimberly mehalick
ms. marjory melnick
henry mendeloff
John Grattan metz, Jr.
Starke meyer
Joann and Skip mican
m. elaine mielke
Jack and Barbara miller
Carolyn yocom
nicole and Stephen minnick
Wilsie y. minor
Bobbe and herb mintz
alexandra and Jeffrey mitchell
Barbara a. mitchell
ryland and mary L. mitchell
ruth mitchell
Jane molloy
Jessine a. monaghan
Dr. Dominic J. monetta

Dr. and mrs. T. Lindsay moore
Judie and Fred mopsik
John and Livezey more
kathryn a. morrical
In memory of Trudy morse
William mullinix
elisabeth murawski
martin G. murray
Viola S. musher
mr. and mrs. robert W. mustain Jr.
anne mytych
elizabeth neblett
Winkle Williams nemeth
Jo-ann neuhaus
newTrends publishing
Catherine and David nielsen
paul and Beth nyhus
paul D. o’Brien
In honor of oliver ocean
regina o’hare
Dr. edward and Susan oldfield
Judy olmer
Joe and margot onek
Dr. Betty ann ottinger
patricia overmeyer
Joe palca
mary ann palka
merrillee pallansch
Thomas and yates palmer
Frank palumbo
Susan papp-Lippman
Joseph a. pardo
The honorable elizabeth paris
mr. and mrs. richard J. park 1616
Visvas J. patel
The patino Family
In memory of michael patten
rebecca patton
Donald D. pealer
Laurence pearl and anne Womeldorf
kevin and Sherry pearson
mark perry
Col. Sandra perry
rick peters
hartwell and Cynthia philips
Diane and arnold polinger
Jessica pollner
Chris poppe and Teresa Channon
posner-Wallace Foundation
Lisa poulin
elvis presley
mr. Bruce F. press and mrs. Julie V. press
Tamar and Stanley rabin
alfred S. raider
Julie and Sam rea
mr. and mrs. Thomas J. reckford
maggi reiss
John and Sue renaud
resch Family
Daniel h. Burd and anne reynolds
Clark and maggie rheinstein
ms. Catherine ribnick
margaret rice and Bill Sette

Tiffany rider
Joan rineberg
Colleen robertson
David and Sandy robinson

ruth roddis
Dwight and Laurie rodgers
Duchesse rodnez Lyons
audrey roh
Warren romine
marcia and robert rosenberg
Gene and Shirley rosenfeld
encore!
Faith ruffins
David n. ryder
Barbara ryland
mr. and mrs. albert L. Salter
Betty h. Sams
mr. and mrs. Stephen B. Sanborn
mary Sanders
mr. Charles B. Saunders, Jr.
phillip and Diane Savage
Bob and patricia Schieffer
Steve and rhonda Schonberg
Geane and richard Schubert
Dr. and mrs Frank and Susan Schuster
Don G. Scroggin and Julie L. Williams
Joan Searby
Jeffrey and patricia Sedgwick
ellen Seidman and Walter Slocombe
Seema Shah
e. kathleen Shahan
Dean V. Shahinian
In honor and appreciation to the Staff of STC
Dmitry Sheinin
Louise I. Shelley
eric Sherred
In honor of Claire Shipman
ms. rebecca Shoot
Greg Simon and margo reid
Steve Sleigh
In memoriam Brenda S Smitth
michael r. Smith and holly a. Larisch
Sherwood Smith
nick and robbie Snow
Susan Snyder
Steve and Diane Sockwell
Bill and Susan Soderberg
Cathy and Bob Solomon
Lt. Gen. and mrs. Soyster
mr. richard e. Spear and ms. athena Tacha
ms. nellie pena and In memory of mr. C. Donald 

Speer
Sarah Splitt
eleanor and John Spoor
James and Sue Sprague
mr. and mrs. William Stansbery
helene and michael Stein
Betsy and ralph Stephens
ms. Susan m. Sterett
miss Chris Stottmann
William and Lois Stratton
George and nancy Sushinsky
The honorable and mrs. James W. Symington
Barbara Taff
elizabeth a. Taylor 1616

elizabeth Taylor
miller and Virginia Taylor
John a. Terry
Carol Thayer
Jill and Scott Thompson
mr. mike Toman

elizabeth Trangsrud
mr. William h. Truettner
Silvia B. Trumbower
Jocelyn and David Turkel
mr. Glenn Tuttle
mr. paul Twohig
Dr. kazuko uchimura
mr. and mrs. Stewart umphrey
eli and Zahava Velder
James m. Verdier
Steve Verna
Scott Vickland
James Vollman
Dr. and mrs. a. Vourlekis
Dr. and mrs. Bruce Wald
martha Wallach
Linda Walsh
Steven and annette Ward
Jennifer a. Warren
mr. peter Q. Weeks - elderCaring
Thomas and elizabeth Wehr
allan and marjorie Weingold
Catherine and ronald Weinstock
kelley L. Wells
David Wentworth
Dr. karl Western and aileen Worthington
karen Whaley and Jim magner
June White Dillard
ashley m. White
mr. Donald White and ms. Betty Good-White
michael Williams
robert e. Williams
David and myra Wilson
paul Wilson
mr. Scott Wilson
ellis Wisner
mr. and mrs. allen Wolfe
Sandra Wolfe
Dr. maria I. Wood
Stacy Woodruff
anne and Tom Wotring
robert and evelyn Wrin
Susan yamada
Irving and Carol yoskowitz
mr. and mrs. John J. Zeugner
Victor Zitel
permanent support through the establishment of 

endowment funds
The Leading national Theatres program, a 

joint initiative of the Doris Duke Charitable 
Foundation and the andrew W. mellon 
Foundation

helen harris Spalding and herman Bernard meyer 
Shakespeare memorial Fund

Gizella moskovitz Fund

Additional Members of the Society of 1616
anonymous
helen alexander and roland Weiss
Lorraine e. Chickering
anne Coventry
peter and Linda parke Gallagher*
ms. Claudia J. Greer
michael kahn T
Lt. Col. and mrs. William k. konze
estate of Gwenneth Lavin*
mrs. r. robert Linowes
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marian mlay
Judith e. moore
Susana and roberto morassi*
Suzy platt*
Jennie rose
henry J. Schalizki
anne and Daniel Toohey

* Deceased

In Kind
asia nine
austin Grill
BridgeStreet Worldwide
Cafe Camille
Carmine’s
Cedar restaurant
Constellation Brands, Inc.
DC access
District Chophouse & Brewery
FueL pizza
Graham holdings
Gordon Biersch Brewery
The hill
homewood Suites by hilton Washington DC
knightsbridge, Inc.
LaTasca
Lavagna
maC Cosmetics
matchbox Food Group
moet & Chandon

mom’s organic market
national Law Journal & Legal Times
old Town Shoe & Luggage repair
red Velvet Cupcakery
Social reform kitchen & Bar/private Caucus 

rooms
Tangysweet
Teaism
ThinkFoodGroup
uber
u Street Cleaners
urban essentials
Vapiano
Washington metropolitan area Transit authority
West Wing Writers
Zengo

Matching Gifts
Bank of america
Computer associates International, Inc.
exxonmobil Foundation
Freddie mac Foundation
IBm International Foundation
International monetary Fund
Qualcomm
T. rowe price Foundation, Inc.
Verizon Foundation
Wiley rein LLp
yourCause, LLC

members of the society of 1616, the theatre’s 
planned giving society
supporters of the academy for Classical acting
ambassadors of the theatre, generous donors 
who help to develop and enhance our patrons’ 
relationship with the theatre. to join, please contact 
sara Conklin at 202.547.3230 ext. 2312.

members of the Bard association, dedicated 
supporters of the theatre who are members 
of the legal community. to join, please contact 
sara Conklin at 202.547.3230 ext. 2312.
members of the Board of trustees
deceased

officiAl 2013–2014 sPonsoRs

®�
®�

Hotel
Costume &  

garment Care
make-Up Wine

KEy to symBols

1616 Ba

Every effort has been made to ensure that this list is accurate. if your name is misspelled or omitted, please 
accept our apologies and inform arielle Katz in member services at 202.547.1122, option 7,  
or email supportstC@shakespearetheatre.org.

aCa

amB

T

shoe repair

*
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artistic Director michael kahn

managing Director Chris Jennings

executive assistant to the artistic Director and managing Director  David Lloyd olson 

ARTISTIC

associate artistic Director alan paul

head of Voice and Text ellen o’Brien

resident Casting Director  Carter Wooddell 

Literary associate Drew Lichtenberg

artistic Fellow  Garrett anderson

assistant Director Gus heagerty

affiliated artists keith Baxter, avery Brooks, 

helen Carey, Veanne Cox, aubrey Deeker,  
Colleen Delany, Franchelle Stewart Dorn, 

Cameron Folmar, adam Green, edward Gero, 

philip Goodwin, Jane Greenwood, michael hayden, 

Tana hicken, Simon higlett, Christopher Innvar, Stacy keach, 

Floyd king, andrew Long, ethan mcSweeny,  
Jennifer moeller, David muse, James noone, patrick page,  

robert perdziola, nancy robinette, David Sabin, 

miriam Silverman, Derek Smith, Walt Spangler, 

Tom Story, rebecca Taichman, Ted van Griethuysen,  
Craig Wallace, adam Wernick, Gregory Wooddell

ADMINISTRATION

Director of Administration James Roemer

Associate Managing Director Anne S. Kohn

human resources manager  Lindsey morris

human resources Coordinator Danielle mohlman

accounting manager mary margaret Finneran

accounting assistant marco Dimuzio

receptionist ursula David 

General management Intern  matthew roberts

Director of Operations Timothy Fowler

operations/IT assistant melissa adler

Theatre Building engineer Dave F. henderson

Theatre monitors milton Garcia, Jeff Whitlow

maintenance Technician al Sanders

Custodian Jorge ramos Lima

harman porters Dennis Fuller, mirna Guzman,

  roderick proctor,

Lansburgh porters agustin hernandez

Director of Information Technology Brian McCloskey

Systems administrator David harvey

Database administrator Brian Grundstrom

DEVELOPMENT

Chief Development Officer Ed Zakreski

Associate Director of Development Amy Gardner

Individual Campaigns officer Betsy purves

major Gifts officer eric C. Bailey

Special events manager ray Bracken

associate Director of Development operations                          meridith young

Development operations Coordinator kristina Williams

membership Coordinator  arielle katz 

Director of Corporate Giving noreen major

Corporate Giving manager katie Burns-yocum 

Director of Foundation and Government relations meghann Babo-Shroyer

Development Intern Freddy mancilla

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS

Chief Marketing Officer Michael Porto

Associate Marketing Director Austin Auclair

Marketing Manager Becca Gurganious

marketing assistant  alison ehrenreich

Audience Services Manager Joy Johnson

Ticket managers Danielle Cox, Tim helmer

Sales associates Zindzi ali, Benjamin Chase,

evelyn Chester, holly Cobb, Jonathan engel,

Sarah Galli, heather hart, Christopher hunt,  
Jessica kaplan, emmy Landskroener, andre mcBride, 

Izetta mobley, kristin nam, Christopher pearson, 

Carmelitta riley, marie riley, Crystal Stewart, 

michael Wharton, Genevieve Williams 

Call Center Director Monte Hostetler 

Teleservices associates Tom Brennan, kelly Carson,  
eric Garvanne, Cheryl kempler, Jill mcafee, 

elizabeth mcmahon, Sohna millar, Joanna morgan, 

michael murray, Colin o’Bryan, Cynthia perdue, Lee Sanders,    
George Sitter, amy Sloane, nancy Tyson, Daniel yabut

Theatre Services manager Dora hoyt

house manager amanda Loerch 

assistant house managers melissa adler, ashley Bailey,  
Tim Bailey, Quintin Cary, rae Davidson, 

addie Gayoso, Susan koenig, aaron Lewis, 

meaghan mcFadden, Stephanie mcLean, Carissa milliken, 

Laura h. moore, ali peterson, Bach polakowski,  

marie riley, Justin Silverman 

retail manager  kristra Forney 

assistant retail manager Sue Fraser

associate Director of Communications and pr heather C. Jackson

Communications apprentice  Clare Lockhart 

Web and media programmer Brien patterson

Visual Communications Manager Chris Taylor-Low

Junior Graphic Designer elayna Speight

photographers kevin allen, margot Schulman, 
Scott Suchman

EDUCATION

Director of Education Samantha K. Wyer

Associate Director of Education Dat Ngo

audience enrichment manager hannah hessel ratner

Community engagement manager  Laura henry Buda

School programs manager Vanessa hope

education Coordinator meaghan mcFadden

Training programs manager Brent Stansell 

resident Teaching artist Jim Gagne

stc staff
affiliated Teaching artists Carolyn agan, elizabeth Forte alman, Wyckham avery, 

Lise Bruneau, Dan Crane, michael Dove, Vince eisenson, George Grant,  
Jon harvey, Brit herring, paul hope, robb hunter, rachel hynes, naomi Jacobson,  

mark Jaster, manu kumasi, Sabrina mandell, Chelsea mayo, nafeesa monroe, Jennifer L. nelson,  
Victoria reinsel, paul reisman, Lorraine ressegger, melissa richardson, nancy robinette, 

kristala Smart, Lyndsey Snyder, rebecca Swislow, kathryn Tkel,  
eva Wilhelm, Jaysen Wright, Daniel yabut

The Academy for Classical Acting 

The Academy for Classical Acting Director  Gary Logan

aCa program Coordinator Sloane a. L. Spencer

PRODUCTION

Chief Production Officer Deborah Vandergrift 

production manager Tom haygood

Bookings production manager Genevieve Cooper

Company manager  mackenzie Douglas 

Production Administrator Tim Bailey

production management Intern  Shelly Cohen 

Resident Production Stage Manager Joseph Smelser

assistant Stage managers elizabeth Clewley, hannah r. o’neil, 

 robyn m. Zalewski

production assistants Christopher kee anaya-Gorman,  
 maria Tejada

Stage management Interns Shannon Desmond,  
Joseph Fernandez, Jr.

Costume Director Wendy Stark Prey

Floor manager Julie rose

resident Design assistant Lynda myers

Drapers Denise aitchison, randall exton, 

Tonja petersen

First hands Jennifer Biehl,   
Sandra Thomas, Sara Trebing

Stitchers  michele ordway, Jennifer rankin,  
Donna Sachs 

Lead Crafts artisan Joshua kelley

Wardrobe Supervisors Jeanette Lee porter, monica Speaker

Wig master Dori Beau Seigneur

Costume Design Intern/Design assistant/overhire Wigs  kara Tesch 

Costume Tech Interns  ellis Greer, Claire robinson

overhire Wardrobe  ayanna Fox 
Technical Director Mark Prey

assistant Technical Directors michael Bagley, kelly Dunnavant

Scene Shop Foreman eric Dixon

Scene Shop administrator Jessica noones

Carpenters erin Chestnut, John Cincioni,  
 Carrie Cox, Christian Sullivan, matt Wolfe

Charge Scenic Artist Sally Glass

Scenic artist Jose ortiz

Scenic art Intern  ashley Bailey

overhire Scenic painters  holly highfill, Sam Shelton, 

 rachel Witt-Callahan

Prop Shop Director Chester Hardison

Associate Props Director Eric Reynolds

Lead props artisan Chris young

props painter/Sculptor eric hammesfahr

Soft Goods artisan rebecca Williams

Master Electrician Sean R. McCarthy

assistant master electrician  Lauren a. hill

harman electrician erin Teachman

Lansburgh electrician  Jacob moriarty-Stone

electrician  micah manning

assistant to the Lighting Designer max Doolittle

Audio/Video Supervisor Brian Burchett

assistant audio/Video Supervisor  roc Lee 

Live mix engineer mackenzie ellis

Lansburgh Board operator andrew Smith

audio/Video engineer Geoff moore

Stage Operations Supervisor Louie Baxter

Assistant Stage Operations Supervisor Mic Murphy

Stage Carpenters nick Custer, Catherine russell

run Crew  Chee Lee, megan Thomas

overhire run Crew  amanda Demczuk, marc Wasserman

laura Henry buda
taylor Henry

Heather c. Jackson
Anne Kohn 

drew lichtenberg
sara seidler

s. christian taylor-low

thank you for helping make this  
Annual Report possible.

SPECIAL THANKS

as of 7/31/2014




